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ABSTRACT

Minimally invasive surgery is a cost-effective surgery which offers less pain, less

trauma and shorter recovery for the patient than traditional open surgery. Nevertheless,

surgeons require new hand-eye coordination and substantial training to master the skills.

Virtual reality training simulators with visual and touch sensation feedback are being

developed to improve surgeons' proficiency. Research studies have shown that update

rates of I kHz or more are desired for force/tactile feedback when interactive with

mechanics-based virtual models. We proposed a mathematical model of a novel 4-DOF

haptic interface for such training application. We developed and studied a novel desktop

computational platform for force control of the device. Such architecture can offer a

novel distributed system for tele-operation over the Internet and haptic rendering of

defonnable objects using medical imaging data. Through analysis of the experimental

setup, key parameters have been identified for synthesis of a future tele-operation

environment.
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GLOSSARY

lOOBase-T

Architecture
designation

Configuration

Device

Dexterity

Direct
kinematics

Endoscopy

Endovascular
surgery

Force feedback

Gigabit
Ethernet

Haptic

IOOBase-T is an Ethernet wiring standard for LANs (local area
networks) that supports data transfer rates up to 100Mbps (l00
megabits per second) over unshielded twisted pair copper wire cable
or optical fiber cable. It is often referred to as fast Ethernet. The
official name i:s IEEE 802.3u.

Open kinematic chains are usually described by the sequence of their
kinematic pairs (joints), where the following notation is used for the
kinematic pairs: P: prismatic; R: revolute; S: spherical.

The combined positions and orientations of alllinks and the mobile
platform. Similar Terms: posture.

A contrivance or an invention serving a particular purpose, especially
a machine used to perform one or more relatively simple tasks.

Skill and grace in physical movement, especially in the use of the
hands.

The problem of finding the generalized coordinates from the joint
ones. Similar Terms: direct kinematic problem, forward kinematics.

Endoscopy means looking inside and typically refers to assess the
interior surfaces of an organ for medical reasons by using an
instrument called an endoscope. The instrument may have a rigid or
flexible tube that provides an image for visual inspection and
photography.

Endovascular surgery is a form of minimally invasive surgery that is
designed to access many regions of the body via major blood vessels.

Relating to the mechanical production of information sensed by the
human kinesthetic system.

Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) is a version of Ethernet that supports data
transfer rates of one gigabit (i.e. one billion bits) per second.

Relating to the sense of touch.
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Hybrid parallel
mechanism

Inverse
kinematics

Joint
coordinates

Kinematic chain

Laparoscope

Laparoscopic
surgery

Manipulator

Mechanism

Parallel
mechanism

Percutaneous

Robot

Spherical
mechanism

Parallel mechanism with an n-DOF end-effector connected to the
base by m (m < n) independent kinematic chains, each having one or
more actuated joints.

The problem of finding the joint coordinates from the generalized
ones. Similar Terms: inverse kinematic problem, reverse kinematics.

The variables describing the actuated joints. Similar Terms: joint
variables, input variables

Assemblage of links and joints.

An instrument for examining visually the interior of a bodily canal or
a hollow organ such as the colon, bladder, or stomach.

Also called minimally invasive surgery, keyhole surgery, or pinhole
surgery, is a modem surgical technique in which operations in the
abdomen are performed through small incisions (usually O.S-I.Scm)
as compared to larger incisions needed in traditional surgical
procedures. Laparoscopic surgery includes operations within the
abdominal or pelvic cavities, where as keyhole surgery performed on
the thoracic or chest cavity is called thoracoscopic surgery.

A machine, the mechanism of which usually consists of a series of
segments, jointed or sliding relative to one another, for the purpose of
grasping and/or moving objects usually in several degrees of freedom

A machine or mechanical appliance. The arrangement of connected
parts in a machine

Closed loop mechanism in which the end effector (mobile platform)
is connected to the base by at least two independent kinematic chains.
Similar terms: parallel robot, parallel manipulator, parallel-link
mechanism, closed-loop mechanism, in-parallel mechanism, Parallel
Kinematic Machine (PKM).

In surgery, percutaneous pertains to a medical procedure where
access to inner organs or other tissue is done via needle-puncture of
the skin.

Mechanical system under automatic control that performs operations
such as handling and automation.

Mechanism in which all points of its links describe paths located on
concentric spheres.
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Subdermal
implant

Tactile

A subdennal implant refers to a kind of body jewellery that is placed
underneath the skin, therefore allowing the body to heal over the
implant.

Pertaining to the cutaneous sense but more specifically the sensation
of pressure rather than temperature or pain.
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CAD: Computer aided design

CAM: Computer aided manufacturing
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

This chapter starts with a brief introduction to minimally invasive surgery in

section 1.1. Section 1.2 describes the motivations of this research project by presenting

reviews on some existing robotic technologies relating to laparoscopic surgery. Our

proposed system framework uses a modular approach and consists of scalable and

reconfigurable hardware components that support the development of a surgical training

simulator and bilateral tele-operation. Section 1.3 describes the objectives of this

research proj ect and the outline of this documentation. Section 1.4 lists my contributions

to this research project.

1.1 Minimally Invasive Surgery

A minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is a surgical procedure that is less invasive

than traditional open surgery used for the same purpose. This procedure typically

involves use of laparoscopic devices and remote-control manipulation of instruments

with indirect observation of the surgical field through an endoscope or a similar device.

The surgery is carried out through the skin or through a body cavity. As a result, some

benefits include less operative trauma for the patient than an equivalent invasive

procedure, less pain and scarring, reduced blood loss, shorter hospital stay, shorter overall

recovery time, and reduced incidence of post-surgical complications such as adhesions.

Many medical procedures are considered minimally invasive, such as air-pressure

injection, subdermal implants, endoscopy, percutaneous surgery, laparoscopic surgery,



arthroscopic surgery, cryosurgery, microsurgery, endovascular surgery, permanent spinal

and brain electrodes, stereotactic surgery, etc. Special medical equipment used in MIS

are, for examples, fiber optic cables, miniature video cameras and special surgical

instruments handled via tubes inserted into the body through small openings in its

surface. Images of the interior of the body are transmitted to an external video monitor

and the surgeon can diagnose, visually identify internal features and perform surgery on

the patient. Figure 1-1 shows a photograph of the setup of a minimally invasive surgery

[3]. In the past years, MIS has shown significant advances in the operative and post

operative care of patients. MIS procedures have been rapidly adopted and for example,

laparoscopic cholecystectomy (the surgical removal of the gallbladder) has now replaced

open cholecystectormy as the first choice of treatment for gallstones. Demand from

patients has also rapidly increased the evolution of this technology [4].

Figure 1-1: Minimally invasive surgery - laparoscopic
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1.2 Problem Statement and Motivations

Among many different MIS procedures, robotic applications related to

laparoscopic surgery is the interest of this research project. Despite the advantages to

patients, laparoscopic surgery involves some difficulties. Comparing with traditional

open surgery, surgeons performing MIS lose both manipulation ability and direct vision.

The surgeon's sense of touch and dexterity are highly reduced due to the use of long stem

surgical instruments. The surgeon requires new hand-eye coordination and instrument

manipulation skills as they perform the surgery by looking at the endoscopic image on a

monitor. In addition, hand-eye coordination and motion without haptic feedback is

difficult. Surgeons are required to have considerable amount of training and

experimentation prior to the actual surgical operation.

In the past years, advances in electronic, computing and systems technologies

have been helping surgeons in this field. Some features include visibility improvement,

stabilization of vibrations due to shaky human hands, and training simulators for

improving surgeons' proficiency. For example, visual magnification allows the use of a

large viewing screen improving visibility and new 3D endoscopic cameras have been

developed to overcome depth recognition. With the da Vinci Surgical System [13] shown

in Figure 1-2, the surgeon operates while seated at a console viewing a 3D image of the

surgical field, and the system translates the surgeon's hand, wrist and finger movements

into precise, real-time movements of surgical instruments held by the robot arms on the

patient-side cart. The camera is moved smoothly and controlled by a robotic arm thus

reducing vibrations that may otherwise be caused by shaky human hands. In addition,

robotic surgery or te1esurgery has been considered as a solution to underdeveloped
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nations, whereby a single central hospital can be connected to several remote machines at

distant locations. The potential for robotic surgery has had strong military interest as

well, with the intention of providing mobile medical care while keeping trained doctors

safe from battle.

Figure 1-2: The Intllitive Surgical da Vinci surgical system

Virtual surgery refers to a virtual reality simulation of surgical procedures. These

simulations are used to practice often dangerous surgical procedures without the need for

an actual patient. The virtual reality (VR) simulation is used as an analog for the actual

surgery where doctors can practice on a virtual patient before performing the surgery.

Types of surgeries commonly simulated are laparoscopic surgery where the surgeon

cannot physically see the operation being performed. Virtual surgery uses a computer

screen displaying a 3D graphic of the organs being operated on. Various surgical tools or

gloves are connected to motion sensors and haptic feedback mechanisms, where the user

can physically feel the difference in simulated tissue and organs. The user can perform

surgery upon the virtual organs by manipulating the tools, which are also displayed on
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the screen as the user moves them, and the tools also provide force-feedback and

collision detection to indicate to the user when they are pushing on or moving some

organs or tissue. Through input data from computerized tomography (CT) and magnetic

resonance imaging (MRl) scans the patient can be replicated in the virtual environment.

The advantage of this type of simulation is that surgeons can practice operations multiple

times without the use of cadavers or animals. Conceptually, virtually trained students are

more proficient and make fewer errors, and thus are better prepared to assist during

surgery. History shows that flight simulators have been a milestone in the training and

evaluation of pilots. In analogy to this development, virtual surgical training systems can

also be described as flight simulators for surgeons.

Figure 1-3 shows examples of laparoscopic interface that students from the

Experimental Robotics Laboratory (ERL) have used and studied over the past years. The

Immersion impulse engine and the Immersion virtuallaparoscopic interface are two

haptic-enabled hardware products created by Immersion Corporation [14]. The interface

connects to a standard RS-232 serial port. These two devices are currently used for

demonstrating a laparoscopic training environment developed in the ERL. Figure l-3c

and Figure I-3d show two mechanism prototypes created by Li [5] [6] [7]. Hsu [10]

studied the application of the laparoscopic tools-holding robot shown in Figure 1-3c with

automatic tracking, tool gesture and motion recognition.

Regarding the concept of telesurgery, Ghodoussi [15] presented an historic

achievement in which a commercial robotic surgical system was altered to enable remote

surgery. The presented huge challenges involved separating the Zeus system into a

remote surgeon-side system (located in New York City) and a patient-side system

5



(located in Strasbourg, France). The remote surgical task was laparoscopic

cholecystectomy performed on animals. The telesurgical adaptation required the addition

of two networked computers, one to the surgeon-side and the other to the patient-side.

The two computers were each attached to the telecommunication network via 1OOBase-T

Ethernet using the UDP/IP protocol. Each network computer had an attachment to the

Zeus equipment. The project was marked as a proof-of-concept of a generalized

capability and the choices of the robotic system, networking equipment, and

telecommunications lines were critical to the success.

a) Immersion impulse engine

c) Laparoscopic robot

b) Immersion virtual interface

d) SPBS mechanism prototype

Figure 1-3: Examples oflaparoscopic virtual interface
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Virtual reality attempts to fully immerse the user in an interactive computer

generated environment. This computer simulation of a 3-dimensional (3D) world is often

supplemented by human-computer interfaces stimulating the visual and auditory senses.

Haptics adds another dimension to human-machine interfaces in the form of touch

sensation. In a VR simulation, for example, the user equips special goggles, earphones,

and gloves that receive/transmit inputs/outputs controlled by processes nmning in a

computer system framework. In order to provide the necessary fidelity, the processes

that generate the visual and force feedback need to operate at high update rates. It is also

necessary to have proper virtual models that the user can interact with. Therefore, a VR

simulation, such as a surgical simulation for deformable objects, can be built as a

framework of several essential components or tasks including geometric modeling,

collision detection, graphics rendering, control method, haptics rendering, and user inputs

via a physical haptic device.

Many researchers have studied various geometric models, topologies, graphics

and haptics rendering techniques over the years. A common approach to improve system

performance is to separate the haptic processes from the more time consuming graphics

and collision checking processes. Parallel executions of these processes coordinate their

activities and share data resources so that the user of the system perceives a single,

integrated computing simulation. Depending on system architecture and resources,

distributed software can be executed on multiprocessors machines or even on a collection

of computers linked by a computer network. The client-server model and the peer-to

peer model are two well-known and widely adopted system models for distributed

systems. However, network issues arise in such network-based shared virtual

7



environments. For example, the influences of these issues and considering factors

including delay, jitter (variation of delay), reliability, and bandwidth were discussed in

[31 ].

In haptics, computed interactive force between the user and a virtual model is

rendered to the user via the haptic device. Due to the complex sensory perception of the

human hand, which registers even very small oscillations, many research studies have

shown that update rates of 1 kHz or more shall be maintained for haptic rendering of any

physical effects [35]. Many researchers developed various local approximation

techniques and virtual models to allow the fast update rates on small areas of the overall

model around a known contact point. In addition, in order to provide feedback forces,

wearable haptic devices motivate the use of controllers and tactors that are inexpensive,

replaceable, and extensible. A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) haptics

controller for controlling inexpensive tactors such as ones used for pager motors was

presented in [32]. Therefore, considerable activities in the field ofteleoperation and

haptic interaction with VR systems motivated development of various systems,

algorithms and paradigms for real-time simulation.

1.3 Objectives and Outline

The major objective of this research project is to design and develop a

reconfigurable, programmable, portable and scalable distributed system framework that

supports the integration towards a surgical simulator. Regarding the research steps in

computer haptics, we first specified the haptic effect that we wanted to create. In this

thesis, we preferred to demonstrate a virtual wall as a performance-benchmarking tool

and aimed to verify the desirable update rate for the haptic effect. We devised a
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computational algorithm by using the custom-designed experimental setup that would

achieve the desired haptic effect with a force-feedback device. The force-feedback

device we used for demonstration is the prototype from Li's design [5] which is a new

configuration of a haptic device based on a 4-DOF hybrid spherical geometry as shown in

Figure I-3d. The Spherical Parallel Ball Support (SPBS) type device, as it is referred to,

consists of a particular design with the intersecting axes of both active and passive

spherical joints. The orientation of the device is determined by the mobile platform on

the active spherical joint using a special class of spherical 3-DOF parallel geometry. A

parallel mechanism is a device for performing manipulations, where the end effector is

cOlmected to the base via multiple kinematic chains. Any two chains thus form a closed

loop. This is opposed to classical open loop mechanisms such as the serial robotic arm.

Parallel robots (such as the Stewali platform and the Delta robot) usually have wider

mechanical bandwidth than traditional articulated robots because the motors can be

mounted on the base for saving weight. However, it is known that calculations involved

in performing a desired manipulation (forward kinematics) of parallel robots are usually

more complex and have more than one unique solution. Our work is motivated by

deriving a mathematical model and a closed-form solution of the kinematics for this

proposed haptic device configuration.

In this thesis, we proposed and developed a modular and distributed scheme

aiming at a parallelization of the main simulation tasks. We present the design and

performance statistics of a data acquisition system (DAS) that fits in the framework. The

DAS is reconfigurable and capable of controlling the SPBS haptic device. The local

interconnection framework consists of the host control computer, the custom-designed
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data acquisition system, and the haptic device. The UDP/IP (User Datagram

Protocol/Internet Protocol) socket interface is chosen for communications between the

DAS and a host computer in order to collect performance benchmarking results. The

results mark our first step and contribute to the integration of a surgical simulator and

teleoperation in future studies.

The main objective is achieved by developing the following specific topics:

1. Derive a closed-form inverse kinematic and forward kinematic solution.

2. Derive the Jacobian model for static equilibrium analysis.

3. Research and develop an experimental setup as the data acquisition system.

4. Integrate and test the experimental setup with the haptic device.

5. Study actuator characteristics and calibrate for force feedback control.

6. Develop haptic demonstration on the host computer.

This thesis documentation is divided into six chapters. The introduction and

motivations are discussed in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 starts with an overview of the haptic

device, followed by description of a mathematical model and in-depth kinematic and

static analysis of the mechanism. Chapter 3 describes the hardware components that

comprise the data acquisition system portion of the framework. The actuator

characteristics, joint torque computation, and haptic model of a virtual wall are covered

in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses our experimental results and suggests future work that

can be proceeded with the current state of the system framework. Chapter 6 concludes

the research presented in this thesis.

10



1.4 Contributions

The major contributions of this research are summarized below.

• Analysis of a 4-DOF haptic device and derivation of a closed-form solution: A

mathematical model and analysis of a new device geometry/configuration is

presented. The forward and inverse kinematic solutions and static force mapping

are derived.

• A distributed system framework: A novel desktop computational platform for

force control of the device is developed. Such architecture can offer a novel

distributed system for tele-operation over the Internet and haptic rendering of

deformable objects using medical imaging data. In addition, software application

development is designed to target multiple operating systems support. This provides

the flexibility of the targeted operating systems (Windows XP, Linux, Solaris, etc.)

for running the virtual environment (GUI, graphics, and haptics rendering).

11



CHAPTER 2: ANALYSIS OF A 4-DOF HAPTIC DEVICE

This chapter covers the mathematical model and analysis of the 4-DOF haptic

device. The fIrst section discusses the background and related works for the prototype

used in this thesis. Section 2.2 discusses both the inverse and forward kinematic analysis.

This derivation provides a closed-form solution that can be used for tracking the position

of the physical tool in a simulated environment. The Jacobian transformation related to a

static analysis of the device is presented in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 shows an example of

static equilibrium. The results in this chapter contribute to the basis for developing a

graphical simulation and haptic experiments presented in this project.

2.1 Introduction

The functional movement requirements of a laparoscopic surgery can be specifIed

by the four degrees of freedom of a laparoscopic tool or a camera as shown in Figure 2-1.

It has to achieve three spherical degrees of freedom (DOF) with respect to the incision

point at abdominal wall (three rotations about X, Y, Z-axes at the incision point). One

linear DOF is added to move the surgical tool in and out along the X-axis. The

mechanism's pivot center has to be located exactly at the incision point so that the

movement of mechanism will not stretch the patient's abdominal wall.
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Figure 2-1: Four DOF requirements of a laparoscopic tool

The position of the tool can be defined by three rotational angles, yaw, pitch and

twist for the three degrees of freedom. The fourth degree of freedom is the translational

motion. The critical design requirements include:

• The mechanism should provide three rotational and one linear DOF with respect to

incision point.

• The yaw angle (rotation with respect to Y-axis) can reach 45° from center to both

sides.

• The pitch angle (rotation with respect to Z-axis) can reach 45° from center to both

sides.

• The twist angle (rotation with respect to X-axis) can reach 70° from center to both

sides,

• The linear movement stroke is able to reach 150 mm along Z-axis.

• The mechanism must locate and move on the upper hemisphere with respect to the

incision point to avoid interference.
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The CAD model of the SPBS device and a reference of a coordinate system are

shown in Figure 2-2. The orientation of the device is determined by the mobile platform

on the active spherical joint using a special class of spherical 3-DOF parallel geometry.

The passive spherical joint (ball and socket configuration) is used to increase the

mechanical fidelity of the device. We introduce the design consisting of a stylus such as

a laparoscopic gripper attached on the mobile platform supporting an additional

translational motion.

z

Figure 2-2:: CAD model of the prototype

As shown, the mobile platform is connected to the base frame via three

symmetrical chains and the passive spherical joint. Figure 2-3 describes the mechanical

structure of one of the three branches. Each branch contains a motor, an active cam, an

active link and an intermediate (or passive) link. There is one revolute joint between the

14



motor bracket and the active cam. The second revolute joint is located between the active

and the passive link. The third revolute joint is between the platform and the passive

link. All nine revolute joints have their rotation axes intersecting at one common point

known as the rotational center of the mechanism. This rotational center is where the

passive spherical support located" Since the three motors of the mechanism are fixed to

the base and all active and intermediate links move on the surface of a sphere with the

origin at the rotational center, hence the device is known as the spherical parallel type of

manipulator.

Revolute joint 3

Passive link

Revolute joint 1

Active link

Active cam

Motor pulley

Motor bracket

_ Platform
~----

Revolute joint 2

Figure 2-3: Mechanical structure of one supporting branch

There have been many studies of parallel manipulators or parallel architecture

mechanisms during the past decade. Parallel mechanisms are characterized by the end

effector being connected to the base via multiple kinematic chains, and all the actuators

being located on or close to the base. This leads to high stiffness and load-carrying

capacity because the inertia of the moving parts is considerably reduced. Hence, these

15



manipulators are known to offer some advantages over serial manipulators when

structural stiffness, precision, and excellent dynamic properties are required. However,

parallel mechanisms suffer from a reduced workspace and some classes of impedance

type parallel manipulators may create a jamming and joint binding in their structural

design when used as a haptic device. The proposed design is based on the notion of

hybrid parallel mechanism where the active spherical parallel branch is supported

through a passive spherical ball/socket joint. As such, the presence of this passive joint at

the center can support force due to the user interaction while active joints can be used for

haptic feedback (hence increasing the mechanical fidelity of the device). It was found

that for the intended application of this device, namely training environment for

laparoscopic surgeons, the limited platform orientation yield to be suitable (i.e. a cone

with the apex angle of 45 degrees).

Haptic devices are useful for providing operators with feedback information on

the motion and/or forces that they generate. Recent haptic devices take advantage of

various forms of kinematic configuration. However, few works have been taking

advantage of spherical mechanisms. Reboulet and Leguay used plain spherical geometry

to design a haptic device [16]. They used actuation redundancy in order to eliminate

singularities and to obtain an almost uniform dexterity throughout the workspace.

Among other serial or parallel architectures, spherical parallel manipulators have

received some attention by the works in [18]. The families of isotropic configurations for

these manipulators have been obtained through a detailed kinematic analysis in [21]. An

interesting design presented in [24] is based on an optimization of these families of

manipulators. Their mechanism provides three rotational degrees of freedom for pure

16



rotation around a point located inside the user's hand leading to a simple design with an

ergonomic interface.

In this thesis, we present the development and experimental results of the

Spherical Parallel Ball Support (SPBS) type device using a new configuration. The

distinctive feature of SPBS is that it uses a 4-DOF hybrid spherical geometry. The

objective is to take advantage of the spherical 3-DOF parallel geometry as the fixed base.

Hence, the orientation of a stylus is determined by pure rotation in the workspace while

the translational motion of the gri,pper is supported by a slider joint. Unlike the agile-eye

model presented in [22], in our design, the rotational axes of the three actuators are

coplanar. The center of the sphere is below the mobile platform where the gripper is

connected and at this center we use the ball/socket support joint for supporting user

interactive forces. Figure 2-4 shows the simplified model and the reference coordinate

system referred as the world coordinate frame used in the following discussion.

····u·j···..···· ~

Figure 2-4: World coordinate frame visualized on the simplified model
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In the following, the architecture and geometric parameters of SPBS are presented

first. In order to understand the kinematics of the mechanism, a closed-form solution for

forward and inverse kinematics are studied and derived. The forward kinematics (or

direct kinematics) is known as a computation of the position and orientation of a robot's

end effector as a function of its joint angles. The reverse process is known as inverse

kinematics. Figure 2-5 shows the mapping or transformation between the vector spaces.

Inverse kinematics
......................, ...... . .

Motor Space Joint Space Cartesian Space

'---/ ~
Direct kinematics

Figure 2-5: Forward and inverse kinematics mapping

2.2 Kinematic Analysis

The architecture of SPBS consists of three symmetrical branches which result in a

total of nine revolute joints. Each branch has one active joint. The off-centre gripper is

attached to the moving platform via a prismatic joint which constitutes to an additional

translational degree of freedom. The rotational axes of all nine revolute joints intersect at

a common point 0 (see Figure 2-6) known as the center of rotation of the mechanism

(this point is also the center of the passive spherical joint in the form of a ball/socket

configuration). Only one of the three branches is shown in Figure 2-6 for purposes of

legibility.

18
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Figure 2-6: Geometric parameters of a spherical 3-DOF parallel mechanism

Geometrically, the base and the moving platform can be thought of as two

pyramidal entities having one vertex in common at the rotational center O. The axes of

the revolute joints of the base and of the mobile platform are located on the edges of the

pyramids. For purposes of symmetry, the triangle at the base of each pyramid is an

equilateral triangle. Let angle YI be the angle between two edges of the base pyramid,

angle Y2 be the angle between two edges of the mobile platform pyramid, and angle ~i i =

1,2 be the angle between one edge and the vertical axis. Craver in [18] has shown that

the angles are related through:
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i = 1 2, (2-1)

In addition, angles al and a2 represent the angular length associated with the

intermediate links. The designs presented in [23] and [24] use a special class of the

geometry which lead to a simplification of the forward kinematics problem. By design,

the geometry of SPBS explicitly defines coplanar active joints. This results in the

following geometric parameters being used in the design of SPBS, namely, a\ = 90°, a2 =

90°, YI = 120°, and Y2 = 90°, respectively. It has been shown that in the general case the

forward kinematic problem can lead to a maximum of eight different solutions. In

comparison, another model of a Hybrid Parallel Support Type (HPST) prototype with

different link angles a\ and a2 was studied previously. As shown in Figure 2-7 and

Figure 2-8, the design of the HPST prototype used the link angles al = 45° and a2 = 45°.

In that case, the forward kinematic problem also leads to eight different solutions but no

closed-form solution can be found.

Figure 2-7: CAD model ofa Hybrid Parallel Support Type prototype
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Figure 2-8: Photograph of the Hybrid Parallel Support Type device

Therefore, this isotropic configuration with Ul = 900 and Uz = 900 used by the

haptic device of this thesis, has been studied in order to obtain an optimized solution for

the kinematic problem. Other researchers have considered numerical solutions such as

using neural networks [8] and polynomialleaming networks [27] to solve the problem.

A new closed-form algebraic solution of the inverse and forward kinematics problem of

the configuration used by SPBS will be shown below.
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Figure 2-9: Schematic ofSPBS and the World Coordinate System

The schematic of SPBS and the reference coordinate frame are shown in Figure

2-9. Using the geometric parameters shown in Figure 2-6, let Uj i = 1,2,3 be a unit

vector defining the revolute axis of the ith actuator. Let 11j i = 1, 2, 3 be an angle

measured from Ul to Ul, U2, and U3, respectively. By symmetry, 111 = 0°, 112 = 120°, and 113

= 240°, one has

22
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Let 8i i = 1, 2, 3 be the rotation angle of the ith actuator. Then, vector Wi i = 1, 2,

3 can be defined as a unit vector associated with the revolute joint between the passive

link and the active link. Using standard transformation matrices, one has

Wi = [- sin ()i cos TJi cos ()j sin TJ j cos ()j Y (2-3)

Similarly, vector Vi i = 1,2,3 can be defined as a unit vector along the axis of the

ith revolute joint on the mobile platform. Since each of these axes make an angle Y2 =

90° with the others, an orthonormal coordinate frame can now be defined on the mobile

platform for describing its orientat1on relative to the reference coordinate frame.

We introduce the rotation matrix Q in order to describe the instantaneous

orientation of the mobile platform with X-Y-Z fixed angles rotation. Hence, three

successive rotations are defined by a rotation of angle <P3 about the X-axis, a rotation of

angle <P2 about the Y-axis, and a rotation of angle <PI about the Z-axis. Let Vol = X, Vo2 =

Y, and Vo3 = Z, respectively. The vectors, Vol, Vo2, and Vo3 are column vectors that form a

3x3 identity matrix. The orientation of the mobile platform can be expressed as

crAc rP2

Q = SrPICrP2
-SrP2

CrPI SrP2SrP3 - SrP1CrP3

SrPlSrP2S'¢3 + CrPI CrP3
C¢2SrP3

Vi = QVoi '

CrP1SrP2CrP3 + SrPlSrP3
SrPI SrP2CrP3 - CrPlSrP3

CrP2CrP3

i = 1, 2, 3

(2-4)

(2-5)

where e(A and srP; stand for eosrPi and sinrPi'
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2.2.1 Derivation of Inverse Kinematics

Suppose the vector components Vix, Viy, Viz for i = 1, 2, 3 specify a known

orientation of the mobile platform relative to the reference frame. The vectors, Vi i = 1, 2,

3, are simply column vectors of the rotation matrix Q.

v. = [v.
I IX Viz Y (2-6)

Using the dot product in Euclidean geometry, the inverse kinematic solution can

be obtained through solution of the following.

(2-7)

Since the vectors Wi and Vi i = 1,2,3 are orthogonal when U2 = 900
, the

substitution of (2-3) and (2-6) with the geometric parameters of SPBS then lead to simple

equations in the sine and cosine of the actuated joint angles. The Maple worksheet A-I

in Appendix A can be executed for the derivation of this inverse kinematic solution.

(2-8)

(2-9)

(2-10)
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2.2.2 Numerical Examples of Inverse Kinematics

In addition to the world coordinate frame (WCF), the platform coordinate frame

(PCF) must also be defined. As shown in Figure 2-10 below, the coordinate frame with

axes Xp, Yp, and Zp are chosen for the default reference orientation of the platform. The

locations of the unit vectors uland wi relative to the WCF are indicated in Figure 2-4

earlier. Figure 2-11 shows this default home orientation of the platform on the actual

device. Using the design properties of the device, the link angles were given to be 90

degrees. Therefore, the angle between u1 and wI, the angle between Xp and wI, the

angle between Xp and Yp, and vice versa, are all 90 degrees. Hence a right-handed and

orthonormal coordinate frame can be defined on the platform as shown in Figure 2-10.

The home orientation of the platform is defined by 81 = 00 ,82 = 00
, and 83 = 00 as shown

in Figure 2-11.

UI

Figure 2-10: Platform Coordinate Frame (Xp, Yp, and Zp axes)
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Figure 2-11: The home orientation of the platform

Suppose the vector components Vix, Viy, Viz for i = 1, 2, 3 specify a known

orientation of the mobile platform relative to the reference frame.

In the case of the SPBS device, Y= 90°, a1 = 90°, and a2 = 90°. Using (2-1),

f3 =arcsin( ~ sin(900)) =54.7° .
-v3 2

This is also the value of the angle between XW and Xp for the default home

orientation of the platform. By performing a X-Y-Z-fixed-angles rotation, Rx(45°), then

Ry(54.7°), and then Rz(OO), the platform coordinate frame relative to the world

coordinate frame is shown in Figure 2-12. This reference frame can be considered as a

wire-frame model of the mobile platform in an OpenGL simulation program.
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Figure 2-12: The home orientation of the platform coordinate frame in simulation

The unit vectors giving the principal directions of the platform coordinate frame

{P} are denoted as Xp, Yp, and Zp. A common notation [1] for expressing these vectors

in terms of the world coordinate frame {W} is wXp, wYp, and wZp. These three unit

vectors are stacked together as the columns vectors of a 3x3 matrix, in the order wXp,

WYp, and wZp. This rotation matrix is used to describe the platform coordinate frame {P}

relative to the world coordinate frame {W}, as shown below:

(2-11)
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As shown in Figure 2-12, performing the X-Y-Z-fixed-angles rotation, Rx(45°),

Ry(54.7°), and Rz(OO) leads to the numerical rotation matrix of the PCF at the home

orientation. The Maple worksheet A-2 in Appendix A can be executed for the results.

w l0.58 0.58
pR = 0 0.71

-0.82 0.41

0.
58 1-0.71

0.41

Four numerical examples of the inverse kinematic solution are provided in the

following. In example 1, starting at the home orientation of the device and performing a

fixed-axis rotation about the Xw axis by 30°, the platform coordinate frame becomes:

r
0.58 0.58

;R= 0.41 0.41

-0.71 0.71

0.
58 1-0.82

0.00

Substituting the component values of this matrix in the inverse kinematics

equations (2-8) to (2-10), solutions for the joint angles can be obtained. The Maple

worksheet A-3 in Appendix A can be executed for the results.

81 = 35.3°,82 = 35.3°, and 83 = 35.3°

Figure 2-13 shows the PCF and the WCF in an OpenGL simulation. Figure 2-14

shows the actual device orientation used in example 1. The joint angles are verified and

measured manually by using a protrractor, eye-balling imaginary lines and rotational axes

and estimating a starting home location.
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Figure 2-13: Example 1 in simulation

Figure 2-14: The device orientation of example 1
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In example 2, we start at the home orientation of the device and perfonn a fixed-

axis rotation about the Xw axis by 30°, followed by another fixed-axis rotation about the

Yw axis by 25°, the peF and the corresponding inverse kinematic solution are:

[

0.22

;R = 0.41

-0.88

0.82

0.41

0.40

0.
52 1- 0.82 ,81 = 61.2°,82 = 9.6°,83 = 49.8°

-0.24

The Maple worksheet A-4 in Appendix A can be executed for the results. Figure

2-15 and Figure 2-16 below show the model in simulation and the actual device

orientation respectively.

• OpenGL SlnUJI.UOI1! GJi:: LEI

Xw:
i Zw

i{ f Yp
Zp i/ /
"~"J/ Yw

""
Xp

Figure 2-15: Example 2 in simulation
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Figure 2-16: The device orientation of example 2

In example 3, starting at the home orientation of the device and performing a X-

z-Y-fixed-angles rotation, Rx(300), Rz(_20°), and Ry(_30°), the PCF and the

corresponding inverse kinematic solution are:

[

0.94 0.24 0.231
~R= 0.19 0.19 -0.96 ,81=11.2°,82=72.1°,83=58.2°

- 0.27 0.95 0.13

Figure 2-17 and Figure 2-18 below show the model in simulation and the actual

device orientation respectively.
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Figure 2·-17: Example 3 in simulation

Figure 2-18: The device orientation of example 3
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In example 4, starting at the home orientation of the device and performing a Z-

Y-X-fixed-angles rotation, Rz(300), Ry(200), and Rx(5°), the PCF and the corresponding

inverse kinematic solution are:

[

0.19 0.28

~ R = 0.36 0.87

- 0.91 0.41

0.
94 1-0.33 ,81 = 62.7°, 82 = -15.8°,83 = 6.7°

0.06

Figure 2-19 and Figure 2--20 show the model in simulation and the actual device

orientation respectively.

• OpenGL Simulation; - - GJ ~'lffi

Xw
Zp

\ Yp
/

/
/ Yw

'.
----.
Xp

Figure 2-19: Example 4 in simulation
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Figure 2-20: The device orientation of example 4

2.2.3 Derivation of Forward Kinematics

The solution of the forward kinematic problem for this configuration is discussed

in the following. Using (2-4) and (2-5), expressions of vectors Vi i = 1,2,3 as functions

of the angles <PI, <P2' and <P3 are obtained. These expressions are then substituted into (2-7)

together with (2-3). This leads to three equations with the three unknown (<PI, <P2' and <P3)

as follow

(2-12)

(2-13)
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(2-14)

where erA and seA stand for eosrA and simA-

The solution of these three equations for angles ~l, ~2, and ~3 give the solution of

the forward kinematic problem. For the special geometry of our proposed haptic design,

a simpler expression for the forward kinematic problem can be obtained [6]. In fact,

because of the fixed reference frame chosen here and because of a judicious choice of the

fixed angles rotation sequence, equation (2-12) can be solved easily as

(2-15)

Once ~1 is detennined, equations (2-13) and (2-14) can be rewritten as follows

(2-16)

(2-17)

where

(2-18)

(2-19)

(2-20)
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(2-21)

Since COS(~3) and sin(<l>J) cannot go to zero simultaneously, equations (2-16) and

(2-17) lead to

(2-22)

Substituting (2-18) to (2-21) into (2-22) and rearranging, one has

where

1 2
C1 = -cB2cB1sB3sBl + sB2sB3cB1

2

1 2
+ cB2cB3 - 4 cB2cB3cB1

1
+-sB2sB\cB3cB12

(2-23)

(2-24)

(2-25)

(2-26)

Since (2-24) to (2-26) are only expressed in terms of the actuated joint angles 81,

82, and 83, these coefficients in (2-23) can be calculated instantaneously. Four solutions

can be obtained algebraically for ~2 from (2-23). Using the two sets of solutions obtained
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in (2-15), a total of eight solutions can be obtained for ¢2. The c1osed-fonn solution is

shown in Appendix B.

Once angle ¢2 is detennined, either (2-13) or (2-14) can be rearranged to compute

¢3 as follows

(2-27)

where

(2-28)

(2-29)

For the sets of solutions of ¢I, ¢2, and ¢3 that can be obtained, the computation of

the rotation matrix Q(¢l, ¢2,¢3) will result in a maximum of eight different X-Y-Z fixed

angles rotation matrices with respect to the reference frame. Note that ¢3 is the rotation

angle about the fixed Xw axis, ¢2 is the rotation angle about the fixed Yw axis, and ¢l is

the rotation angle about the fixed Zw axis. The three rotations should be perfonned in the

specific order.

One of the eight solutions represents the orientation of the mobile platfonn

corresponding to the input actuated joint angles. By taking into account the physical

workspace of SPBS given its joint limits, the corresponding orientation can be selected

among the solution set with a sufficient conditional check of Vlx > 0, V2x > 0, V3x > 0, and

VIz < 0.
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In addition, note that equation (2-23) denotes the general case for finding the

solutions of <P2. For some device orientation in the workspace (i.e. 82 = 83), there is a

special case when C2 in the equation is equal to zero. For this special case, the four set

of solution to (2-23) (shown in Appendix B) should be adjusted to avoid a divided-by-

zero arithmetic error. When C2 == 0, equation (2-23) can be rearranged and solved for <P2.

~-C3'P2 = cos -I ( --)

Cl

2.2.4 Numerical Examples of Forward Kinematics

(2-30)

This section presents four numerical examples of the forward kinematics solution.

These numerical examples also correspond to the four examples presented earlier in the

inverse kinematics section. Recall the inverse kinematics solution of the PCF in example

1, the three joint angles are, 81 = 35.3°, 82 = 35.3°, and 83 = 35.3°. By using these three

joint angles as input parameters to the forward kinematic equations, (2-15), (2-24) to (2-

29), lead to eight possible solutions. Table 2-1 shows the computed rotation angles <PI,

<P2' and <l>:J in radians. Using the rotational matrix in (2-4) with these actuator angles, the

platform coordinate frame is derived. The conditional check for the case of the SPBS

device in the physical workspace is such that vlx > 0, v2x > 0, v3x > 0, and vIz < 0.

Therefore, the matrix Q7 in example 1 satisfies the condition and represents the

corresponding platform orientation.
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Table 2-1: Forward kinematics solution set for example 1

Solution Set Platform Coordinate Frames

Q1(¢3 =-1.57'¢z=0.j79'¢1 =0.62)
[ 058

-0.58
-0.

581
0.41 -0.41 0.82

-0.71 -0.71 0.00

Q2( ¢3 =-3.14, ¢z =5.~50, ¢l =0.62)
[058

0.58 058

1
0.41 -0.82 0.41

0.71 0.00 -0.71

Q3( ¢3 =0.00, ¢z =2.36, ¢I =0.62)
[-058

-0.58 058

1
-0.41 0.82 0.41

-0.71 0.00 -0.71

Q4( ¢3 =-1.57, ¢z =3.93, ¢, =0.62) [ -058 0.58

-

058

1-0.41 0.41 0.82

0.71 0.71 0.00

Q5( ¢3 =0.00, ¢z =0.7'9, ¢, =3.76)
[-058

0.58

-

058

1-0.41 -0.82 -0.41

-0.71 0.00 0.71

Q6( ¢3 =-1.57, ¢z =5.50, ¢, =3.76) [ -058 -0.58 058

1
-0.41 -0.41 -0.82

0.71 -0.71 0.00

Q7( ¢3 =-1.57, ¢z =2.:~6, ¢I =3.76) [ 0.58 0.58 058

1
0.41 0.41 -0.82

-0.71 0.71 0.00

Q8( ¢3 =-3.14, ¢z =3.93, ¢, =3.76)
[058

-0.58

-

058

10.41 0.82 -OA·1

0.71 0.00 0.71
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In example 2 (81 = 61.2°,82 = 9.6°, and 83 = 49.8°), the solution set is listed in

Table 2-2. The matrix Q8 satisfies the conditional check and represents the PCF.

Table 2-2: Forward kinematics solution set for example 2

Solution Set Platform Coordinate Frames

Q1 (fA =-3.05, rP2 =-0.77, rP, =1.07) lo.35 0.90 0.25]
0.63 -0042 0.65

0.69 -0.07 -0.72

Q2( rP3 =-0.09, rP2 =2.38, rP\ =1.07) l-0.35 -0.90 0.25]
-0.63 0042 0.65

-0.69 0.07 -0.72

Q3( rP3 =-1.02, rP2 =1.09, rP\ =1.07) lO22 -0.82 -052J
0041 -0041 0.82

-0.88 -0040 0.24

Q4( rP3=-2.12, rP2 =-2.06, rP\ =1.07) l-0.22 0.82 -0.52]
-0.41 0.41 0.82

0.88 0.40 0.24

Q5( rP3=-0.09, rP2 =0.77, rP, =4.21) l-0.35 0.90 -0.25]
-0.63 -0.42 -0.65

-0.69 -0.07 0.72

Q6( rP3 =-3.05, rP2 =-2.38, rP, =4.21) lo.35 -0.90 -0.25J
0.63 0.42 -0.65

0.69 0.07 0.72

Q7( rP3 =-2.12, rP2 =-1.09, rP, =4.21) l-022 -0.82 0.52 J
-0.41 -0.41 -0.82

0.88 -0040 -0.24

Q8( rP3 =-1.02, rP2 =2.06, rPj =4.21) lo.22 0.82 052]
0041 0041 -0.82

-0.88 0040 -0.24
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In example 3 (81 = 11.2°,82 = 72.1°, and 83 = 58.2°), the solution set is listed in

Table 2-3. The matrix Q1 satisfi,es the conditional check and represents the peF.

Table 2-3: Forward kinematics solution set for example 3

Solution Set Platform Coordinate Frames

Q1 ((A =1.43,92 =0.27,91=0.19) l094 0.24 023l
0.19 0.19 -0.96

-0.27 0.95 0.13

Q2( 93 =1.71,92 =-2.87, 91 =0.19) l-0.94 -0.24 023l
-0.19 -0.19 -0.96

0.27 -0.95 0.13

Q3( 93 =3.09,92 =-0.48, 91=0.19) lO.S7 0.17 0.46l
0.17 -0.98 0.04

0.46 0.04 -0.89

Q4( 93=0.05,92 =2.66, 91 =0.19) l-0.S7 -0.17 0.46l
-0.17 0.98 0.04

-0.46 -0.04 -0.89

Q5( 93 =1.71,92 =-o.zr, 91=3.34) l-094 0.24 -0.23l-0.19 0.19 0.96

0.27 0.95 -0.13

Q6( 93 =1.43,92 =2.87, 91 =3.34) lO.94 -0.24

-
023

l0.19 -0.19 0.96

-0.27 -0.95 -0.13

Q7( 93 =0.05,92 =O.4H, 91 =3.34) l-OS7 0.17 -0.46l
-0.17 -0.98 -0.04

-0.46 0.04 0.89

Q8( 93 =3.09,92 =-2.66, 91 =3.34) lOS7 -0.17 -0.46l
0.17 0.98 -0.04

0.46 -0.04 0.89
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In example 4 (81 = 62.7°,82 = -15.8°, and 83 = 6.7°), the solution set is listed in

Table 2-4. The matrix Q8 satisfies the conditional check and represents the PCF.

Table 2-4: Forward kinematics solution set for example 4

I Solution Set Platform Coordinate Frames

Q1 (¢3 =-2.57, ¢2 =-0.97, ¢, =1.09) l026 0.95 -0.16]
0.50 0.01 0.86

0.82 -0.31 -0.48

Q2( ¢3 =-0.57, ¢2 =2.17, ¢I =1.09) l-026 -0.95
-016]

-0.50 -0.01 0.86

-0.82 0.31 -0.48

Q3( ¢3 =-1.72, ¢2 =1.14, ¢, =1.09)
[ 019

-0.28
-094]

0.37 -0.87 0.33

-0.91 -0.41 -0.06

Q4( ¢3 =-1.42, ¢2 =-2.00, ¢I =1.09) l-019 0.28
-094]

-0.37 0.87 0.33

0.91 0.41 -0.06

Q5( ¢3 =-0.57, ¢2 =0.9/', ¢I =4.24) l-026 0.95
016 ]

-0.50 0.01 -0.86

-0.82 -0.31 0.48

Q6( ¢3 =-2.57, ¢2 =-2.1"7, ¢l =4.24) l026 -0.95 0.16 ]
0.50 -0.01 -0.86

0.82 0.31 0.48

Q7( ¢3 =-1.42, ¢2 =-1.14, ¢, =4.24) l-019 -0.28
094 ]

-0.37 -0.87 -0.33

0.91 -0.41 0.06

Q8( ¢3 =-1.72, ¢2 =2.00, ¢I =4.24) lO19 0.28
094 ]

0.37 0.87 -0.33

-0.91 0.41 0.06
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2.3 Jacobians

This section presents the Jacobians that are applicable to the SPBS device. The

convention of the coordinate systems, rotational axes and the derived transformation

matrices are adopted from the kinematics section. The Jacobian is a multidimensional

form of the derivative and is a time-varying transformation. In the field of robotics, we

generally speak of Jacobians that relate joint velocities to Cartesian velocities of the tip of

the arm. Thus, for any given configuration of the manipulator, joint rates are related to

the velocity of the tip in a linear fashion. Note that this Jacobian matrix gives an

instantaneous relationship since lin the next instant the Jacobian would have changed

slightly. The derivation of three Jacobian matrices is presented in this section. The first

Jacobian provides a mapping of an angle set velocity vector to the angular velocity

vector. The second and third Jacobian matrices are based on the results in [24]. The

result of this section provides a practical relationship between input actuator torques and

the torques exerted on the user holding the end-effector.

2.3.1 Representations of Angular Velocity

The convention of the world coordinate system (see Figure 2-2) is taken from the

previous section. This coordinate frame is particularly important because it is referred as

the universal reference frame in fthe context of this project. For example, the angular

velocity vector that is derived in the following is the angular velocity of the platform

coordinate frame {P} relative to this reference frame {W}.

The description of motion of a rigid body (i.e. the mobile platform), as far as

velocity is concerned, is investigated in this section. As in the inverse and forward

kinematics analysis, a coordinate system is attached to any body which we wish to
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describe. Therefore, motion of rigid bodies can be equivalently studied as the motion of

frames relative to one another [1].

A well known property of the derivative of an orthonormal matrix is presented as

follows. We can derive a relationship between the derivative of an orthonormal matrix

and a skew symmetric matrix. For any n x n orthonormal matrix R, we have,

(2-31)

where In is the n x n identity matrix, and R is a proper orthonormal matrix.

The differentiation of (2-31) gives

• •
RR T +(RRT)T =On

Using (2-33) and defining

•
S =RR T

Therefore, S is a skew-symmetric matrix. Hence, a property relating the

derivative of orthonormal matrices with skew-symmetric matrices exists and can be

stated as
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(2-33)
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(2-35)
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Considering a fixed vector PP unchanging with respect to the platform coordinate

frame {P}, the description of this vector in the world coordinate frame {W} is given by

(2-37)

Suppose frame {P} is rotating (i.e. the platform is rotating and the derivative of

~R is nonzero), then W P will be changing even though PP is constant, such that

• •
(2-38)

Using the vector V to denote the velocity and substituting (2-37) into (2-39),

•
(2-39)

•
(2-40)

Making use of equation (2-36) for orthonormal matrices, we have

(2-41 )

Hence the skew-symmetric matrix is also known as the angular velocity matrix.

The angular velocity vector can be defined as a 3 x 1 column vector if we assign the

elements in a skew-symmetric matrix as

0 -0 Oyz
s= Oz 0 -0x

--0 Ox 0y
(2-42)
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(2-43)

It can easily be verified that for any vector P and by using the vector cross

product,

SP=QxP (2-44)

Therefore, the 3 x I vector 0 corresponding to the angular velocity matrix, is

called the angular velocity vector. The relationship in (2-41) can be rewritten as (2-45).

We define wOp as the angular velocity vector specifying the motion of the platform

coordinate frame {P} with respect to the world coordinate frame {W}.

(2-45)

Recalling (2-4) from the kinematics analysis, the platform coordinate frame is

computed using the X-Y-Z-fixedl-angles rotation matrix,

[

COS ¢1 cos ¢2 cos ¢1 sin ¢2 sin ¢3 - sin ¢1 cos ¢3

Q = sin ¢1 cos ¢2 sin ¢I sin ¢2 sin ¢3 + cos ¢, cos ¢3

- sin ¢2 cos ¢2 sin ¢3

cos ¢1 sin ¢2 cos ¢3 + sin ¢I sin ¢3 j
sin ¢, sin ¢2 cos ¢3 - cos ¢, sin ¢3 (2-46)

COS¢2 COS¢3

This matrix gives the orientation of the platform coordinate frame {P} with

respect to the world coordinate frame {W}. An equivalent expression is such that the unit

X axis, the unit Y axis, and the unit Z axis of the platform coordinate frame form the

column vectors of the rotation matrix. Therefore, the orientation of {P} with respect to

{W} is expressed as in (2-47).
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The X-Y-Z-fixed-angles rotation is perfonned in this specific order,

~Rxyz(y, fJ, a) = Rz(a )Ry(fJ)Rx(y)

(2-47)

(2-48)

In the forward kinematics section, the angles <P], <Pz, and <P3 are used. Let <PI = a,

<Pz = ~, and <P3 = y, the equivalent expression of equation (2-48) becomes

(2-49)

We want to delive a representation of the angular velocity. For example, suppose

the angular velocity of a rotating body is available as rates of the set of X-Y-Z-fixed-

angles given by (2-49), we define

(2-50)

In a real-time simulation, we can compute the rates of change of <PI, <Pz, and <P3.

* * *
Therefore, ¢l '¢z' and ¢3 , in radians/s, can be computed as

(2-51 )

(2-52)
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(2-53)

The equivalent angular velocity vector is derived as follows. Using (2-51) to (2-

53), we can write,

-Dz

(2-54)

where we express the components of Rand R T as,

[rll r l2

r" ] [r
ll r 21 r31

]R = r21 r22 r23 ,RT = r l2 r22 r32 (2-55)

r31 r32 r33 rl3 r23 r33

Three independent equations can be extracted from (2-54) and (2-55).

(2-56)

• •
(2-57)

• •

Recall the X-Y-Z-fixed-angles rotation matrix used earlier,

(2-58)

[

COS 91 cos 92 cos 91 sin 92 sin 93 - sin 91 cos 93 cos 91sin 92 cos 93 + sin 91sin 93 ]
; R = sin 91 cos 92 sin 91 sin 92 sin 93 + cos 9, cos 93 sin 91 sin 92cos 93- cos 91sin 93 (2-59)

- sin 92 cos 92 sin 93 cos 92 cos 93

Using (2-56) to (2-59), taking partial derivatives and rearranging, we have
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• • •
(2-60)

• • •
(2-61)

• • •

Casting (2-60) to (2-62) ill1 matrix form, we have

•

(2-62)

(2-63)

•
n = E(0xyz)0xyz (2-64)

Therefore, we have arrived at a Jacobian matrix E(8xyz). This Jacobian matrix

relates an angle set velocity vector and the angular velocity vector. The expression is a

function of the instantaneous values of the angle set. The Maple worksheet C-l in

Appendix C can be executed for the derivation of this expression. Hence, in the case of

* * *
the SPBS device, given the instantaneous set of fA, rP2,rP3 rP\ ,rP2' and rP3, the angular

velocity vector of the platform with respect to the world coordinate system can be

computed.

2.3.2 Jacobian of the 3-DOF Spherical Parallel Mechanism

In robotics, the Jacobian matrix of a manipulator, denoted as J, is generally

defined as the matrix representing the transformation mapping the joint rates into the
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Cartesian velocities. Gosselin and Angeles in [30] presented that in the case of a closed-

loop manipulator the role of the direct and inverse kinematic problems are exchanged.

Therefore, the Jacobian matrix is defined as the inverse transformation.

Jw = e (2-65)

.
where (0 is the angular velocity vector of the end-effector and () is the actuated

joint velocity vector.

A detailed analysis by Gosselin and Angeles in [31] has shown that closed-loop

kinematic chains lead to the following equations.

Aw+Be=o (2-66)

(2-67)

An alternative form of (2-65) is rewritten as in (2-68). This equation is cited by

related studies that use the special geometry of the spherical three-degrees-of-freedom

parallel manipulator. The matrices A and B are written in variant form as,

Aw=Bs (2-68)

(2-69)

o
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Equations (2-68) to (2-70) are derived using the general case of the spherical 3-

DOF parallel geometry (see Figure 2-6). Similarly, the equations are applicable to the

geometry of the SPBS device. Equation (2-68) shows that the angular velocity of the

end-effector can be obtained as an expression of the joint velocities. For control

purposes, we use (2-71) in order to express the angular velocity vector by using the time

derivatives of the Euler angles.

•
OJ = R¢ (2-71)

The vector <I> is the Z-Y-X Euler angles, <1>1, <1>2, and <1>3. The matrix R is derived

earlier in (2-63) by using the definition of the angular velocity tensor (the skew-

symmetric matrix) and taking partial derivatives of the orthonormal matrix in (2-59).

Combining (2-64), (2-65), (2-68), and (2-71), we have

•• •
s = JR¢ = (B-1A)R¢

• •
s == (B- 1A)E(8xyz) 8 xyz

(2-72)

(2-73)

Equation (2-73) gives a practical relationship relating the velocities of the active

joint rates as a function of an angle set velocity vector. The product of (B- 1A)E(0xyz)

can be referred as the extended Jacobian matrix.

In addition, we would like to obtain a relationship between the input actuator

torques and the output torques exerted on the end-effector about the origin O. In

mechanics, we have the relationship,

power = torque x angular speed
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where power is in watts, torque is in Nm, and angular speed is in radians per

second.

Let w be the torque vector exerted by the end-effector and 'r be the active joint

torque vector. By using a static equilibrium model and the concept of virtual power, we

equate the input and the output virtual powers and obtain the relationship in (2-77).

J - Tr= w

Equation (2-77) provides a mapping of the desired output torque vector in

(2-75)

(2-76)

(2-77)

Cartesian space to the joint torque vector. As given by equations (2-68), (2-69) and (2-

70), an algebraic solution can be used to compute the matrices J, A, and B, respectively.

Note that the vectors, Ui , Wi' and Vi for i = 1,2,3, are all known at any instant during

the device simulation. The vectors ui correspond to the reference configuration, whereas

the vectors Wi and Vi have been derived in symbolic forms in the previous inverse and

forward kinematics sections. The results from this section form a set of basis equations

that can be experimented with the prototype.

2.4 Static Equilibrium

We want to be able to compute the torques exerted on the user holding the tool. A

point-based and line-based model is used such that a thin line represents the physical tool

(rod) of the mechanism. As shown in Figure 2-21, the vector r represents the position
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vector of the rod in which the user would hold at the tip of the tool. The world coordinate

frame and platfonn coordinate frame are also shown. Figure 2-22 shows the actual

device orientation corresponding to this wire-frame model shown in Figure 2-21.

\

Xw

Zp

/
/~ X
~p

...:"~"""'"
;...-- Yw--

Figure 2-21: Contact force vector and moment vector

Figure 2-22: Haptic device at static equilibrium
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Figure 2-21 and Figure 2--22 show an example of static equilibrium such that the

physical tool is leaning against a virtual wall. The triangle in Figure 2-21 illustrates a

virtual plane (wall) defined by three arbitrary points in space. The contact point is where

the position vector r intersects the plane. The vector F represents the normal force at the

contact point having a direction vector perpendicular to the virtual plane. Therefore, by

knowing this force vector with respect to the world coordinate frame, the moment of this

force vector can be computed by using the vector cross product of rand F. The moment

vector w consists of the x-y-z components that are the moments about each principal axis.

This moment vector is the desired output torque vector in Cartesian space. Therefore, we

can use it to solve for the joint torque vector by equation (2-77). The up-down force

along the tool is independent and hence we can solve it separately. Table 2-5 shows a

summary of the computed values of the key parameters used in this static equilibrium

example.

Table 2-5: Numerical example of static equilibrium

Parameter Names Values

Joint angles 81 =40.39°,82 =8.42°, and 83 =9.43 0

Position vector r =[0.0748,0.0250, -0.00797]

Force vector F =[0; -813.981, 0]

Desired output torque w =[-6.49, 0, -60.88 ]

Joint torque r =[-33.636, 1.813, 44.873 ]

lL208
1.028 1.000 ]

Jacobian J = 2.152 -1.025 -0.224

0.673 0.810 -0.597
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN OF A DISTRIBUTED
COMPUTATIONAL S1{STEM

3.1 Introduction

The interest in multi-modal technology combined with virtual reality systems for

human-machine interface (HMI) has been continuously increasing in recent years. Multi-

modality may be considered to comprise the visual, auditory and haptic modalities.

There are many potential application areas such as teleoperation in hazardous

environments, long-distance telernaintenance, telesurgey, teleshopping, etc. The

application ofvirtuallaparoscopic surgery in local/remote sites and training possibility

motivate the development of this research project. Our main interests in this area of

multi-modal HMI based telepresence or teleoperator systems are a distributed system

framework that potentially consists of multiple control loops. The overall system and

subsystems can be closed via a communication network medium including a human

operator, a remote operator, and multi-modal local feedback from VR models. Figure 3-1

illustrates the concept of a multi-modal (visual, haptic and acoustic) system model.

Multi-Modal
Commands ,-----------,.

MUilti-Modal
Human-Machine

Interface
Human

Operator
MUlti-Modal~ --\..
Feedback

~-~ Multi-Modal Engine

Remote Environment
(Teleoperator)

1....- -1 Barrier

Figure 3-1: Conceptual model of multi-modal virtual presence and remote telepresence
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The distance barrier separates a human operator and an executing teleoperator.

The multi-modal virtual reality engine computes multi-modal feedback signals resulting

from operator action in the virtual world. For example, by interconnecting a master

haptic device in the operator site and a slave haptic device in the remote site via a

communication network, the system model provides the possibility oftelepresence in a

real (physical) remote environment.

Researchers from the Experimental Robotics Laboratory (ERL) have been

studying and developing subsystems that contribute to an overall system framework. For

examples, the design and implementation of haptic devices, laparoscopic tools holding

robots, and software simulation of a Laparoscopic Training Environment (LTE). Figure

3-2 shows a conceptual architecture of a distributed system framework.

Multi-Modal Telepresence and Teleoperation in 4DOF

Operator Site

Microprocessor SPBSlLaparoscopic
RoboVolher device

I Control I 1/ ~ PWM & DC molar I
-- I D/A r- V -1 Force/torque sensor I

I ND~ f--- -j Encoder I

: MBit "V i 'V

T,jr---Mia-oproces--------,..hJ !\~
~~r IRemole task I

Remote Site, Experimental Robotics Lab

Figure 3-2: System architecture of a conceptual microprocessor-based distributed system

The research work in this thesis contributes to a subsystem of the framework

labelled as the experimental setup in Figure 3-2. The experimental setup presented in the

next section includes the 4-DOF SPBS haptic device, a data acquisition system (DAS)
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and a personal computer (PC). Major processing components are experimented on

selected hardware contributing to an integrated VR simulation. The host PC is

responsible for haptic rendering and providing a Graphical User Interface. The data

acquisition system that consists of a microprocessor, a FPGA, integrated circuits, pulse

width-modulation (PWM) is described in the following.

Embedded systems may use off-the-shelf microprocessors and application

specific integrated circuits (ICs) to implement specialized system functions. Examples

include industrial machines, cellular phones, household appliances, automobiles,

cameras, toys, and medical equipment. Embedded computing is unique because it is a

co-design problem - the hardware engine and application software architecture must be

designed simultaneously [11]. The hardware engine is referred to as a heterogeneous

system composed of several processing components, which can be microprocessors or

rcs. The application software architecture includes the allocation and scheduling of

processes and communication. In addition, using state-of-the-art Field Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGA) technology. programming hardware and accelerating task execution

are made possible. For example, a FPGA board connected to a host computer, a portion

of a software task can be mapped to the FPGA and hence a speedup over pure software

execution may be achieved. Olukoton et al. applied such an approach to accelerate

digital system simulation [12].

Our proposed framework of the embedded system is designed to perform a

specialized and integrated task such as real-time force feedback control of the haptic

device. The framework then offers a hardware platform for the integration towards a

more sophisticated VR simulation of deformable objects. Haptic displays aim to provide
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operators with a sense of touch, rendering contact forces as if interactions occurring with

real objects. Haptic displays are generally used in conjunction with visual displays,

where objects are simulated in a virtual world. The applications of both graphical and

haptic displays in virtual reality provide the user with the illusion of touching objects and

a heightened sense of presence in the virtual world. The computed interactive force

between the user and a virtual object is rendered to the user via the haptic device. Due to

the elaborate sensory perception of the human hand, which registers even very small

oscillations, many research studies have shown that update rates of up to I kHz or more

are desired for haptic rendering of any physical effects. Figure 3-3 shows how a human

operator fits in the control loop [35].

Sensors

~
Jl' @
~ -----

MACWNE

Actuatnrs

I~
Computer

Haplks

Figure 3-3: Haptic interaction between humans and machines

Therefore, many efforts have been devoted to develop various hardware models,

control schemes, and haptic rendering controllers in the past years. In order to achieve
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the desired update rates and allow future work, we intend to design and develop the

system framework with concepts of concurrency, opeIU1ess, scalability, and transparency.

Potentially we can distribute computational loads, reconfigure, upgrade, and extend for

different software and hardware components in order to achieve better system

performance. Figure 3-4 illustrates the main components or processing tasks in a typical

simulation hierarchy. The forward kinematics, inverse kinematics, and force mapping

(Jacobian) equations were derived in the previous chapter. The above developments

along with collision detection and simulation of materials, such as a virtual wall, are

considered as computationally intensive components of any haptic interaction.

Forward
Kinematics

Position and
Orientation of
Generic Probe Collision

Detection

Encoder Data

End Effector

Q-==-

ForcelTorqueCommands Force
Mapping

Geometric
Database

Figure 3-4: Typical processes associated in haptic rendering with a force display
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3.2 Hardware Subsystems Design

Our proposed local interconnection framework consists of three major

components: the host control computer, our custom-designed data acquisition system

(DAS) and the SPBS haptic device. The system block diagram of the experimental

hardware setup is shown in Figure 3-5.

:--------------------------------------------------'

!:::, PC Workstation - Windows XP

User Interface ]

:
! L • Communi,,"on I
i Ethernet r Protocol
i Library

UDP/IP Socket
i----------- ---------------------------------;~;~-~~~~i~i;i~~-~;~~~;;; ------------- ---- ----- ----- -------------- --j

, I' .
i:: Ethernet Command FPGA r..J Axis 1 L+--::

r+ and Data ~ Quadrature 1-:
Ports Decoders

i Mi,mpm",,,oc ~I.I QSPI L .1 DfA SeNo Lc-F'I Axi, 2 r-+-
: "1 In Converters Amplifiers I : f-j LL
i ! L.- ---' ,-H Axis 3 r:--
: Memory ~ r-+-
i "'i.~~nd y con~.':,e" I I :~;:,;, p"j,4

L .__ __ _ • • •

Axis 4

DC
Motor

Axis 3

Encoder I---

DC
Motor ~

Axis 2

Encoder '--

DC
Motor i4--

Axis 1

Encoder -

Potentiometer I
f-----=-c::---i

SPBS Haptic
Device

---- -- - --- ---- ---------- ----------- - - ----- _.-- ------ - -- -- ---- - - - -.----------- ---- .-------- -- ---- --I

····,,,,,
DC '

Motor I- i
·,·Encoder f- i
·- - - - - - - - - - - _._ - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - - __ - - - __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

Figure 3-5: System block diagram

The host control computer is the driver for communicating with the DAS. The

user perceives force feedback while manipulating the device. The four axes
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corresponding to the four DOFs are coupled with four DC brush motors. The user's

movements with SPBS are acquired by DAS and sent to the host. The host PC provides

visual displays and haptic rendering based on local models and simulation laws in the

environment. The feedback values are sent back to DAS for real-time control of the

motors.

A UDP/IP socket is selected as the data communication interface between the host

PC and the DAS. The UDP/IP communication is connection-less and is known for

having less overhead compared to the TCP/IP communication. The data acquisition

system consists of a microprocessor, quadrature decoders, analog-to-digital converter

(ADC), digital-to-analog converters (DAC), and servo amplifiers. The DACs provide the

feedback voltages through the servo amplifiers to the four motors. We have used the

NetBurner MOD5272 development board as the microprocessor unit for controlling data

flow. The task of quadrature decoding is distributed and embedded on a Xilinx Spartan

lIE FPGA XC2S200E evaluation kit. The quadrature decoders and ADC serve the

purpose of data sampling. A Maxim MAX1203 IC is used for analog-to-digital

conversion in this thesis. The ADC IC is capable of converting an analog voltage input

ranged from OV to 5V into a digital value with 12 bits of resolution. The maximum

sampling frequency of the ADC is 2 MHz. By design, the ADC is reserved for

integration with a potentiometer for monitoring the opening and closing of the gripper.

In this thesis, the ADC IC is used to collect experimental results (current monitor output

signals). For example, calibration and measurements of torque will be presented in the

next chapter.
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A quadrature decoder module is implemented to keep track of the motor positions.

We used four Maxon DC brush motors for the four axes. Each Maxon motor uses a

HEDL 5540 quadrature encoder capable of generating 500 counts per tum (see Appendix

D). Each encoder line driver requires a line receiver. Hence, two commercial MC3486

rcs are selected for integration with the motors and encoders used in this project. The

Spartan-lIE FPGA on the evaluation kit uses a 50 MHz oscillator to drive the system

clock. Power for the board is provided by an external +5 VDC regulated supply. The

evaluation board provides jumper-selectable reference, output and termination voltages

on a bank of the FPGA to facilitate the evaluation of various I/O standards. The LVTTL

I/O standard is selected for integration with the rcs and the NetBurner development

board used in this project. In addition, the evaluation kit provides 87 general-purpose I/O

via two 50-pin connectors. This is sufficient for the current requirements and future

exploration. The functional block diagram of the quadrature decoder module is shown in

Figure 3-6. A description of quadrature signals is provided in Appendix E. The channels

A and B of each encoder are used. Therefore, four encoders result in eight input bits. A

reset signal for the registers is implemented via a push button on the board for clearing all

the motor counts. The 16-bit data bus and the 2-bit control bus provide the interface

between the FPGA and the microprocessor module.
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Figure 3-6: Functional block diagram of the FPGA Quadrature Decoders

The DAS uses the NetBumer development board based on Motorola

ColdFire5272 microprocessor. Table 3-1 shows the primary features of the development

board. The network capability (TCP/IP and UDP/IP) and general purpose I/O ports are

particularly useful for system evaluation in this project. The 101100 Ethernet provides a

standard network interface for connection to the host computer or a hub. The data

transmission between the Netburner board and the FPGA is achieved through a 2-bit

command port and a 16-bit data port as stated. In addition, the Queued Serial Peripheral

Interface (QSPI) hardware on board is able to achieve a data rate up to 33Mbps. The

DAS uses the QSPI and communicates with the ADC and DAC ICs by enabling different

chip select bits. The UART provides a RS-232 serial interface that can be used for

monitoring debug output on the host PC for this project.
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Table 3-1: Primary features of MOD5272

I

Component Features

NetBurner MOD5272 '32-bit Motorola ColdFire processor

'66-MHz processor core and bus frequency

'2MB Flash Memory

'8MB RAM

'QSPI

'22 Digital I/O

'10/100 Ethernet Port

"2 UARTs

Figure 3-7 shows the functional block diagram of the NetBumer microprocessor.

The embedded platform is responsible for acquiring sample data and relaying control data

to DAC ICs,

:----------------------------------------i

TCP/IP

UDP/IP

RS232

.-~ Motorola
CoidFire5272
Core Module

~.
/

16[

i
I DIP Switch I

(Configuration)

SCLK

DOUT

DIN

CS1 (ACC)

CS2(DAC1)
CS3 (DAC2)

Command

Data

Figure 3-7: Functional block diagram of the NetBumer microprocessor
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The DAC converts the digital data to an analog voltage that feeds into the servo-

amplifier. The servo amplifiers are configured to use in current mode, hence desired

torque output can be controlled via two reference voltages. The DAC IC used in this

project is a Maxim MAX525, which has a serial interface for communicating with the

NetBurner board. There are four DAC channels on one IC and each voltage output

ranges from OV to 5V with 12 bits of resolution.

SCLK

DOUT

CS

Out A ...
~ OutB ..- MAXIMr

MAX525
OutC

~
~

Out 0 _

DAe
r

Diff. Ref+
Servo

oiff. Ref- Amplifier -
Diff. Ref+

Servo
Diff. Ref- _ Amplifier -~

Motor+

Motor-

Moto.r+

Motor-

Figure 3-8: DAC functional block diagram combined with servo-amplifiers

The servo-amplifier receives a differential analog input pair as shown in Figure

3-8. The sign of the differential voltage deteITIlines the motor turning direction. The

amplitude of the differential voltage deteITIlines the motor torque. The calibration of this

mapping between a reference voltage and desired torque is presented in the next chapter.

In this thesis, two DAC channels are configured to control one servo amplifier. Because

the output range of a DAC channel is from OV to 5V, the servo-amplifier is able to

receive a differential voltage from -5V to +5V. For example, if we want the motor

turning counter-clockwise direction at full speed, the servo amplifier must receive a -5V

differential analog input. This is achieved by setting the positive differential voltage

input to OV and the negative differential voltage input to 5V. After the subtraction (OV-
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5V= -5V), a differential voltage of -5V is achieved, and the servo-amplifier will drive the

motor counter-clockwise at the full speed.

3.3 Communication Protocols

A simple data packet is used for performance benchmarking of the experimental

setup. Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 shows a sample data packet and a control data packet.

CH 1 MSB

CH 1 LSB

GH 3 MSB

CH 3 LSB

MSB =Most Significant Byte

LSB =Least Significant Byte

CH 2 LSB

CH 2 MSB

CH 4 LSB

CH 4 MSB

DAC 1 CHA
LSB

DAC 1 CHA
MSB

Figure 3-9: Sample data packet (8 bytes)

DAC 2 CHC
LSB

DAC 2 CHC
MSB

• • • MSB = Most Significant Byte

LSB = Least Significant Byte

DAC 1 CHB
MSB

DAC 1 CHB
LSB

DAC 2 CHD
MSB

DAC 2 CHD
LSB

Figure 3-10: Control data packet (16 bytes)
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3.4 Firmware Design

The quadrature decoder is implemented using Xilinx Integrated Software

Environment (ISE) 6.2 and simulated using ModelSim Xilinx Edition II v5.7g.

3.4.1 FPGA Quadrature Decoders

The filmware structure of the FPGA decoder is hierarchical. Each basic

component is implemented under its own Very High Speed Hardware Description

Language (VI-IDL) file, and the top entity links each component together and forms the

architecture of the FPGA decoder. Figure 3-11 illustrates the hierarchy of the VI-IDL

files. The VI-IDL source code is attached in Appendix F.

FPGADecoder.vhd

t
C~uadratureCounter.vhd

t
CluadratureDecoder.vhd

Figure 3-11: Design hierarchy of the FPGA quadrature decoder

The main logic processes the incoming commands, detelmines a register address

and outputs a count. Four quadrature counters are instantiated by the FPGA decoder

module. Each quadrature counter instantiates a quadrature decoder module and

constantly updates its motor position counts to its register buffer. The reset signal is

triggered via a push button in order to clear all counters. The internal buffer used by each

of the four quadrature decoders can record up to 32 revolutions (500 CPR) in either

clockwise or counter-clockwise direction from its reset value. The selection of this buffer
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size is sufficient for tracking the motor counts during manipulation of the physical device.

Therefore, a 16-bit register is required for each quadrature counter (32*500CPR=16000,

which requires 14 bits). Since both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions are

tracked, a total of 15 bits is required. In this design, the register array uses four 16-bit

registers. The FPGA decoder outputs a 16-bit count value to the output port upon request

by the Netburner microprocessor. The data communication is achieved via a 16-bit data

bus and a 2-bit command bus connecting the two development boards. Figure 3-12

shows the flowchart of the quadrature decoder logic and the counter logic.

Quadrature Decoder Quadrature Counter

No Yes Reset
Clock rising edge?

Reset event? count
register

Yes
No

No
YesIn counting state?

Exceed boundary?

Yes
No

Yes
Finish one count?

Count enable
No

event set?

No
Yes

Set count
Clear

enable
count No Decrement

enable Clockwise direction? count
register

Yes

Run state machine
Increment count

register

Figure 3-12: Flowchart of quadrature decoder and the quadrature counter modules
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Figure 3-13 shows the state machine implementation for quadrature signal

decoding (see Appendix E). As stated, each encoder is capable of outputting two

channels (A and B). The two signals concatenate and form a 2-bit input signal for the

state machine. The state names are chosen arbitrarily. For example, LR means left-right

and indicates when channel B is leading channel A. When starting at the WAIT state, the

10 input signal will transition to the LRI state. At this state, the 00 input signal will

transition back to the WAIT state, whereas the 11 input signal will transition to the LR2

state and so on. By reaching the COUNT state, a count signal event is enabled triggering

the quadrature counter module to increment or decrement a count as indicated in the

flowchart.

01 10

10 00 01

Figure 3-13: State machine for quadrature decoding
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3.4.2 NetBurner Microprocessor

The NetBumer microprocessor is the central relay station that controls the data

flow. The control program is implemented in C/C++ using NetBumer Dev-C++ 1.01

Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Figure 3-14 shows a flow chart of the

control program logic and an interrupt service routine for measuring update rates of the

control loop. Table 3-2 lists the file names of the source code developed in this thesis.

Table 3-2: Description of NetBumer MOD5272 programming files

File name Description

ADC Def.h Define constants related to the ADC IC,
number of channels, and sample data size

ADC Driver.h Declaration of function prototypes for ADC
read operation

ADC_Driver.cpp Implementation of the ADC IC driver

DAC Def.h Define constants related to the DAC IC,
number of channels, and control data size

DAC Driver.h Declaraction of function prototypes for DAC
write operation

DAC_Driver.cpp Implementation of the DAC IC driver

main.cpp fnitialization of resources, interrupt service
routine, communication protocol, and control
loop for data flow

QSPI_Def.h Define constants based on the IVICF5272
ColdFire integrated microprocessor user's
manual

QSPI Driver.h Declaration of function prototypes for the
OSPI read/write operation

QSPI_Driver.cpp Ilmplementation of the aSPI module driver
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Main Task

Start

•
Initialize stack

•Initialize ports

J
(QSPI, data and
command ports)

•Setup interrupt request]
and start timer

•Read quadrature --decoder bytes

•
Organize data packet

•Send packet to host I

•Wait and receive
packet from host

•Extract data packet I

•
Write control data
to output registers

1
Increment counters

I

Interrupt Service Routine

Start

Disable interrupt

Check elapsed time

Calculate sampling rate

Print sampling rate

Update LED display

Reset counters

Clear interrupt request

End

Figure 3-14: Flowchari of the control firmware
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As shown in Figure 3-14, the interrupt service routine is called for computing the

update rates when the user presses a push button provided on the development board.

The numerical value of the update rate is displayed on the LED and printed to the RS232

debug port. Upon initialization of software and hardware resources, the main program

task establishes a contr01100p. In the control loop, the program logic starts by collecting

the sampled data and organizing the data into the predefined format. Then the sample

data packet is sent to the host computer. When the control data packet is received, the

program extracts the information and serializes the control data to the DAC ICs.

3.5 Host Computer

Figure 3-15 illustrates the high-level design hierarchy of the development of a

software application on the host computer. The software applications were targeted and

tested on the Windows XP and the Linux operating systems.

On Windows XP, Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 was used as the compiler for building

the software application. The WinSock API was used to support UDP/IP and TCP/IP

communication with the DAS. On Linux, GNU g++ was used as the compiler for

building the software application. The pasIX socket was used similarly on Linux in

order to support the communication protocol.
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Figure 3-15: Software Hierarchy

Figure 3-15 shows a simplified and layered diagram of how various components

and Application Programming Interface (API) are used to form the structure of the

software application. The source code can be easily configured by using a compiler

directive (i.e. WIN32 or POSIX) depending on whether the build is on the Windows or

Linux environment. The Haptic Toolkit represents a collaboration of the code including

drivers for the data acquisition system, device-specific model (kinematics and force

computations), a light-weighted collision detection scheme (based on parametric

equations), and some mathematic functions/abstraction such as vectors, matrices,

transformation, quaternion, etc. The GTK+, or the GIMP Toolkit, is a cross-platform

widget toolkit for creating Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). It is one of the most popular

toolkits for the X Window System. Though GTK+ is primarily targeted at the X Window
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System, it also has other targeted platforms such as Microsoft Windows (Windows 2000

and upwards). The OTK+ API is used in this thesis in order to support and experiment

on the cross-platform nature of the graphics/haptics VR environment when a more

sophisticated ~UI is desired in the future. The GtkOLExt library is used in order to make

OTK+ widgets OpenOL-capable. Therefore, graphics rendering of the VR environment

can be implemented using the OpenOL API while keeping the same look and feel of the

~UI running on different operating systems. Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17 compare the

same OpenOL, OUI, and haptics code repository compiled and executed on Windows XP

and Linux respectively. Note the desktop manager shows a different style of the title bar

while the basic look and feel (and touch and feel) of the user interface remains the same.

Table 3-3 below gives a summary of the source code of the developed software

application.
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Figure 3-16: GUIon Windows XP, GL rendering ofVR environment and device model
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Figure 3-17: GUIon Linux, GL rendering of VR environment and device model
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Table 3-3: Description of the source code of the software application

File name I, Description
I

DAS Driver.h Declaration of function prototypes and define
constants related to the OAS

DAS_Driver.cpp Implementation of drivers and communication
with the OAS

DEV_Geometry.h Declaration of function prototypes and define
constants related to the SPBS device

DEV_Geometry.cpp Implementation of kinematics, force mapping,
haptic scene, and collision detection

GUI_Main.cpp Implementation of GUI, graphic scene
(camera and model), multi-threaded graphics
loop and haptics loop

MATH_Frame.h Abstraction of coordinate frames and function
prototypes

MATH_Frame.cpp Implementation of coordinate frames and
standard transformation (i.e. fixed angles
rotations and Euler angles rotations)

MATH_Geometry.h Abstraction and implementation of 3D planes
and 3D lines using parametric equations

MATH_Matrix.h Abstraction and implementation of basic 3x3
and 4x4 matrix operations

MATH Quaternion.h Abstraction and implementation of basic
quaternion operations (i.e. +, -, *, /)

MATH Vector.h Inline functions to support 20, 3D, and 40
vectors, and basic vector operations

TCP_Socket.h Declaration of function prototypes to support
TCP/IP communication

TCP_Socket.cpp Implementation of TCP/IP socket using the
WinSock API or the POSIX library

UDP Socket.h Declaration of function prototypes to support
UOP/IP communication

UDP_Socket.cpp Implementation of UOP/IP socket using the
WinSock API or the POSIX library
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3.6 Experimental Results

In computer networks, bandwidth is often used as a synonym for data transfer rate

or the amount of data that can be carried from one point to another in a given time period.

This kind of bandwidth is usually expressed in bits (of data) per second (bps), or

Megabits per second (Mbps). Occasionally, it is expressed as bytes per second (Bps).

Link speed and effective throughput are two different metrics, both can be quoted in

Megabits per second (Mbps). Link speed is the negotiated bit rate between a transmitter

and receiver. For Ethernet, the rating is 10 Mbps. For Fast Ethernet, the rating is 100

Mbps. Throughput is a measure of the actual payload being pushed over the link. To

measure throughput, an application is used to push sustained traffic over the link and

calculates an average over time. Therefore, the software application executing on the

host computer is developed to verify the integrity of all of the components as well as the

performance of the proposed architecture.

Figure 3-18 shows the sequence diagram of the virtual environment (VE) and the

allocation and distribution of the tasks. As shown, the user and the device represent the

human operator manipulating the physical SPBS device while observing the VE and aUI

on the PC monitor. The DAS control task represents the control program executing on

the NetBumer microprocessor. The multi-threaded software application executing on the

host computer consists of two threads. The GUl thread or task is responsible for graphics

rendering such as the user interface, the graphical device model and virtual objects to the

operator. The control thread on the host computer runs in the background and is

responsible for network communication, kinematics, collision detection, mechanics-based

simulation, and force mapping of the control process.
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Figure 3-18: Sequence Diagram of the Virtual Environment
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Haptic rendering is the process of computing and applying force feedback to the

user in response to hislher interaction with the virtual environment. How haptic

rendering is implemented should depend on the application requirements, since there is

no unique or best solution. Buttolo et. al. in [33] describes two different approaches,

impulsive haptic rendering and continuous haptic rendering, as shown in Figure 3-19.

Impulsive haptic rendering models impulsive collisions such as kicking a ball and

hammering a nail. Continuous haptic rendering models extended collisions such as

pushing against a wall or lifting an object.

Impulsive baptit rtndering

lo-5OHz

Continuous baptic rtnderlng

Figure 3-19: Impulsive and continuous haptic rendering models

A common question is how fast should we sample, and how will delay affect

performances. Previous studies suggest a threshold based on human perception, resulting

in a requirement for force reflection bandwidth of at least 30-50 Hz for integrated

graphics and impulsive forces [33]. To realistically simulate collisions with rigid objects

(i ..e. high stiffness such as 1000 Nm- l
), desired sampling rates are at least 200 Hz. Many

state of the art haptic systems use 1000 Hz sampling rates [34]. In the following, we

prepare the experimental setup and the operator positions the tool continuously colliding

with a virtual wall in the virtual envirorunent. The concept of a virtual wall and

calibration of the force feedback are presented in the next chapter. The QUI thread or the
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graphics rendering loop is tuned to execute at about 50 Hz. The average sampling rate of

the haptic rendering loop can be measured on the host computer or by the interrupt

service routine on the NetBurner. We used the continuous haptic rendering model in

order to evaluate the performance of the experimental setup.

Table 3-4 below shows the throughput, sampling rate and tested payload. The

sampling rate is defined as how many closed-loop control cycles the host computer can

complete in one second. A complete closed loop control cycle requires the host computer

to receive a new set of sampled data (motor positions), compute the haptic rendering, and

update the control data (voltages). When data is sent over a network, each unit

transmitted includes both header information and the actual data being sent. The header

identifies the source and destination of the packet, while actual data is referred to as the

payload. As indicated in section 3.3, the predefined communication protocol

encapsulates the motor positions (the host receives 8 bytes) and control voltages (the host

transmits 16 bytes) using a payload of24 bytes. The performance benchmarking

application keeps track of the number of samples/iteration and the actual data size

measured in a time interval. The mean sampling rate was the average value over 10

trials. Each trial involved an operator using the device in the virtual environment for a

one-minute interval and recorded the sampling rate by using the push button on

NetBumer. Besides the default size of the data packets, the same experiment was

repeated for increasing packet sizes. This allows an observation of the system

performance if additional information (such as time stamps) propagated over the

networked environment. Table 3-4 shows the test results with the application executing

on Windows XP.
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Table 3-4: Communication Performance Statistics (TCP and UDP) in Windows XP

'Payload (bytes) TCP UDP

Total Rx Tx Mean Mean Mean Mean
Sampling Throughput Sampling Throughput
Rate (Hz) (Bytes/sec) Rate (Hz) (Bytes/sec)

24 8 16 768 18432 1105 26520

28 12 16 765 21420 1063 29764

32 16 16 765 24480 1020 32640

Comparing the performance of the TCP communication protocol to the UDP, the

UDP achieves the desired 1 kHz update rates. The connection-less UDP socket with less

overhead outperforms the connection-oriented TCP socket for the intended application of

the system. Note that as the size of the data packets increases, the mean sampling rate

decreases. Table 3-5 shows the results by repeating the same experiment on Linux.

Table 3-5: Communication Performance Statistics (Windows XP and Linux)

Payload (bytes) UDIP (Windows XP) UDP (Linux)

Total Rx Tx Mean Mean Mean Mean
Sampling Throughput Sampling Throughput
Rate (Hz) (Bytes/sec) Rate (Hz) (Bytes/sec)

24 8 16 1105 26520 1181 28344

26 10 16 1083 28158 1161 30186

28 12 16 1063 29764 1134 31752

30 14 16 1042 31260 1108 33240

32 16 16 1020 32640 1084 34688

36 18 18 999 35964 1063 38268

40 20 20 980 39200 1039 41560

44 22 22 959 42196 1019 44836

48 24 24 941 45168 998 47004
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTS IN VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Haptic Rendering andl Interaction Techniques

The basic process of haptically rendering objects in virtual environments with a

force-feedback device was shown in the last chapter (see Figure 3-4). As the user

manipulates the probe of the haptic device, the new position and orientation of the probe

is sensed by the encoders. Collisions between the simulated stylus and virtual objects are

detected. If the probe collides with an object, the mechanics-based model calculates the

reaction force based on the penetration depth of the probe into the virtual object. The

calculated force vectors may then be modified by appropriately mapping them over the

object surface to take into account the surface details (i.e. rigid or deformable). The force

vectors are fed back to the user through the haptic device. In this chapter, we present the

fundamental mechanics-based interactions such as a virtual wall, characteristics of the

actuators, and a method for calibrating the force/torque that we studied in this thesis. We

show the experimental results of two virtual walls in a haptic scene.

Over the past years, many researchers have studied different haptic rendering

techniques to render 3D objects. Just as in computer graphics, the representation of 3D

objects can be either surface-based or volume-based for the purposes of computer haptics.

While the surface models are based on parametric or polygonal representations,

volumetric models are made ofvoxels. An alternative way of distinguishing the existing
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haptic rendering techniques is based on the type of haptic interaction: point-based or ray-

based (see Figure 4-1).

n e.arest
Surface
Point

Generic Probe of
the Haptic De~'ice

Figure 4-1: Point-based and ray-based haptic interactions

In point-based haptic interactions, only the end point of the haptic device, also

known as the end effector point or haptic interface point (HIP), interacts with objects.

Since the virtual surfaces have finite stiffnesses, the end point of the haptic device

penetrates into the object after collision. Each time the user moves the generic probe of

the haptic device, the collision detection algorithms check to see if the end point is inside

the virtual object. If so, the depth of indentation is calculated as the distance between the

current HlP and a surface point, such as the nearest surface point. In ray-based haptic

interactions, the generic probe of the haptic device is modelled as a [mite ray whose

orientation is taken into account, and the collisions are checked between the ray and the

objects. The collision detection algorithms return the collision point, which is the

intersection point between the ray and the surface of the object. For simulating rigid

objects the component of the distance between the collision point and the HIP along the

surface normal at the collision point is taken to be the depth of indentation point and the

HIP along the surface normal at the collision point is taken to be the depth of indentation.
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In both point-based and ray-based force reflection, the reaction force (F) is

calculated using the linear spring law, F = kx, where k is the stiffness of the object and x

is the depth of indentation. For frictionless interactions, the reaction force (F) is normal

to the polygonal face that the generic probe collides with. For rigid objects, the value of

k is set as high as possible, limited by the contact instabilities of the haptic device.

Considering this calculated force vector and the force/torque mapping presented in

chapter 2, we can compute the desired actuator torques.

4.2 Motor Characteristics

Four DC permanent magnet motors are used in this thesis. The data sheets of the

motor specification are attached in Appendix G. Table 4-1 shows a partial list of rated

parameters of a 35mm Maxon motor. The rated parameters shown are used to generate

the following plots for considering the torque calibrations. For a DC permanent magnet

motor, we assume the speed/torque curve and the current/torque curve are simply straight

lines, and the linear relationship provides a good approximation [39].

Table 4-1: Rating of a 35mm Maxon DC brushed motor

Motor Data Units Rated Values

Assigned power rating W 90

Nominal voltage Volt 15.0

1\10 load speed rpm 7070

Stall torque mNm 872

No load current mA 245

Starting current A 44.9

Terminal resistance Ohm 0.334

Torque constant mNm/A '19.4
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Using the rated stall torque and the no load speed, Figure 4-2 shows the Matlab

plot of the speed versus torque curve by connecting a straight line between the two

points. The torque should be inversely proportional to the speed of the motor shaft. In

other words, there is a tradeoff between how much torque a motor delivers and how fast

the motor shaft spins.

Speed/Torque Curve at 15 VDC
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Figure 4-2: Speed versus Torque curve of a Maxon 35mm motor

Continuing with the rated data, we use the no load current and the stall current to

approximate the current versus torque characteristics of this motor. By drawing the two

lines on the same plot and scaling the axes appropriately, we can see the endpoint (stall

current) of the current line is located directly above the point of the stall torque. Figure

4-3 shows the Matlab plot of the speed versus torque curve and the current versus torque

curve at the rated voltage of 15V.
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Speed/Torque and Current/Torque Curves at 15 VDC
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Figure 4-3: Speed versus Torque and Current versus Torque curves

Using this linear relationship, no matter what load is applied to the motor, we can

estimate the speed and the current that the motor will run. For example, suppose we use

this motor at a load of 100 mNm, using the above plot, we can see that the motor will run

at approximately 6250 rpm and it will draw about 5 A from the supply. Now suppose an

application has an intermittent loading of about 200 mNm, using the plot we can estimate

that the motor will slow down to about 5500 rpm and demand about 10 A during that

load condition.

In our application, our controlled voltage signal varies from -5V to 5V.

Therefore, we need to scale the plot accordingly to fit our operating range. We assume

that permanent magnet motors ha.ve these characteristics: the no-load speed is directly

proportional to the voltage, the slope of the speed/torque curve remains constant, and the
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current/torque curve does not change when the voltage varies [39]. Since the no-load

speed is directly proportional to voltage, the no-load speed at OAV can be calculated by

dividing the no-load speed (7070 rpm) by the rated input voltage (l5V) and multiplying

this number by OAV. In this instance, 7070 rpm / l5V * OAV = 188 rpm. By plotting

this new point and drawing a line through it parallel to the l5V curve (same speed/torque

gradient), this is the performance of the motor at OAV. Figure 4-4 shows the Matlab plot

of the characteristic curves at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 004V. The curve/torque curve does not

vary with voltage, so it remains the same
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Figure 4-4: Characteristic curves of the Maxon motor
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In our application, we are interested in the stall torque of the motor. Referring to

Figure 4-4, we can see that the stall torques are about 5.8, 11.6, 17A, and 23.2 mNm at

0.1,0.2,0.3 and OAV respectively. The stall current (and stall torque) is proportional to

the applied voltage. Apply twice the voltage results in twice the stall current because

when the motor is not rotating (stalled) the armature appears in the circuit as a resistor.

Therefore, we can use the rated terminal resistance (0.334 ohms) and the torque constant

(19A mNm/A) from the motor specification in order to estimate the conversion between

our desired torque and the motor current and terminal voltage. For example, if the

desired torque is 23.2 mNm, the motor should draw approximately 23.2/ 19A = 1.2 A

from the power supply. The terminal voltage across the motor leads should be about 1.2

A * 0.334 ohms = OAV. In this thesis, we used a power supply with a 12A nominal

output current. Servo amplifiers are the 25A8 models from Advanced Motion Controls.

The data specification sheets are attached in Appendix G. We configured the servo

amplifiers to operate in current mode with maximum continuous current rating of 12.5A.

Therefore, in our haptic rendering process, we consider a safe operating range for the

motors by limiting the torque output to be below 100 mNm.

4.3 Experimental Results

Several tests have been conducted using the hardware setup, the SPBS device, and

a Pentium 4 PC running the software application on Windows XP. As shown in Figure

4-5, the measured length from the origin (centre of rotation) to the tip of the handle is

0.35m. By moving the tip of the handle to test point 1, the measured coordinate on the

device in the physical workspace is (0.346, 0.050, 0.000) ± 0.001 m.
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Figure 4-5: Measured test point in physical workspace

Comparing to the model rendered in the virtual environment shown in Figure 4-6,

as the operator positioned the device to the test point, the calculated coordinate based on

measured motor angles, forward kinematics, and a proper scaling of the model is (0.346,

0.050, 0.000).
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(0.346, 0.050, 0.000)

(0, 0, 0)

Figure 4-6: Calculation of the test point in the virtual environment

Figure 4-7: Test points in physical workspace
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By adjusting the position of a camera along the positive x-axis, Figure 4-7 shows

the top view of the device and the previous test point 1 projected onto this view plane at a

distance approximately O.35m parallel to the y-z plane. Table 4-2 shows the comparison

between the measurements on the actual device and the calculated coordinates on the

virtual model as the operator manipulated and positioned the tip of the handle to all the

test points shown. Note that the experiments were conducted by the operator eye-balling

the position of the tip of the handle and estimating a home reference with all motor angles

resetting to zero at the starting origin. The imperfect zero-home reference, estimated

location of the handle tip, and camera displacements may introduce source of errors

during the experiments

Table 4-2: Comparison between measured coordinates and calculated coordinates

Test Point Measured y-z coordinates Calculated y-z coordinates
on physical device on virtual model

(metres) (metres)

1 (0.050, 0.000) 0.050, 0.000

2 (0.050, -0.050) 0.050, -0.049

3 (-'0.050, -0.050) -0.049, -0.049

4 (-·0.050, 0.050) -0.049.0.051

5 (0.050, 0.050) 0.050,0.051

In addition to the observation and tracking of a virtual tool, an example haptic

scene is prepared for the operator to experience force feedback in the environment. A

virtual wall is predefined in the scene prior to the experiment. Figure 4-8 shows the

virtual environment (left) and the home position of the device model (right). The sphere

rendered in the left region indicates the haptic interface point in the scene.
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Figure 4-8: Virtual environment for haptic exploration (virtual wall into page)

The position of the wall is located at 0.020m into the page (positive z-axis)

relative to the origin. The wall is parallel to the x-y plane. The home position of the tool

(or straight up) is along the positive x-axis. Figure 4-68 shows the scene with the camera

behind (on negative z-axis) and looking at the origin. The operator performed the

experiment by moving the sphere towards the wall along the positive z-axis and colliding

the sphere with the virtual wall. Figure 4-9 shows the position of the sphere as the

operator manipulated the tool and moved the sphere accordingly. Figure 4-10 shows the

calculated Cartesian force Fz (Fx = Fy = 0) at the haptic interface point when the sphere

collided with the virtual wall.
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Figure 4-10: Cartesian force at the haptic interface point
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Figure 4-11: Measured torque versus time plot

Figure 4-11 shows the measured torque versus time plot. The torque was

measured by the application of the current monitor output (signals available from the

servo amplifiers) and the integration of a low-pass filter circuit and the ADC IC on the

DAS. Three axes of the motors were monitored for the torque output during the

experiment. The results show the torque experienced by the operator holding the tool and

repeatedly colliding with a virtual wall. As seen in the above plots, the period during

which the sphere position is at the threshold, i.e. when the spring model is in effect, the

force started to increase as the operator attempted to push the sphere further onto the wall.

Figure 4-11 shows the decomposition of the torque into three motor torques felted by the

operator. In this example, motor 1 and motor 3 were operating in order to generate the

reaction force.
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Using the same virtual scene, the following plots show the experimental results as

the operator moved the sphere back and forth from the origin to the wall experiencing a

greater reaction force while attempting to penetrate the sphere further into the wall.
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Figure 4-12: Position of the sphere
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we derived and verified a mathematical model and a closed-form

solution of the kinematics and static problem of the proposed device geometry. The

experimental results showed that by incorporating this algorithm for solving the forward

kinematics, the haptic rendering loop could achieve an update rate of about 1 kHz.

Nevertheless, the experiments only used a simple haptic scene. As the scene becomes

more complex, the collision detection and mechanics-based interaction components

possibly require more time from the Cpu. Considering acceleration from a software

perspective, processor time spent on the trigonometric calculation of the algorithm may

be a drawback. Besides this algorithm, an alternative approach is the application of a

neural network for solving the kinematics problem. If this option is considered,

input/output nodes or layers of the neural network and a training paradigm must be

chosen carefully so that the network can solve for all device positions/orientations in the

physical workspace. The application of a neural network and evaluation of processor

times are left as future studies. Note that studies in [8] and [27] showed that a neural

network solution is based on a weighted sum giving only an estimated position and

orientation of the device. Therefore, the derived kinematics and force mapping solution

in this thesis is an asset for precise and real-time control purposes. In addition, the

processes or components (kinematics, collision detection, interaction, and force mapping

calculations) involved in our closed-loop control are typical processes used by many

haptic devices. We used this scheme in order to collect benchmarking results as an initial
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step. In the future, we can investigate application of traditional control such as a PD or

PID controller. This will allow position control and combined force/position control of

our haptic device. The results obtained in this thesis can provide a basis for comparisons.

By using a linear spring law model, the experimental results showed the operator

experiencing an increasing reaction force by pushing the virtual tool further on the virtual

wall. We calibrated our controlled voltages and amplifier gains by considering the

current limits so that our stalled motors were operating within their recommended

operating range during our experiments. In this thesis, we attempted a frictionless wall

model so that the reaction force felted by the operator was normal to the face of the wall.

To simulate a rigid wall, we picked an arbitrary value of the spring constant to work with

the metrics (centimetres scale) we set up in the virtual environment. We have used a

virtual wall for evaluation because the nonlinearity of the wall model is used by many

research studies as a benchmarking tool. We believe the addition of a damping term into

the interaction dynamics will possibly improve the stability of the system and the haptic

perception ofrigidity. Other forces such as those that arise from surface friction and

roughness may also improve the realism of haptic interactions. We will adopt the spring-

damper model shown in Figure 5-1 in future studies.

Figure 5-1: Spring-damper model
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We presented a custom-designed experimental setup using a modular approach.

The integration of the selected hardware components in this thesis showed a system that

met our desirable bandwidth of a 1 kHz control rate. This system can easily fit as a

subsystem of the proposed distributed system architecture of the virtual environment and

teleoperation. The selected hardware (FPGA board, NetBurner board, rcs, servo drives)

is configurable and replaceable so that we can easily investigate alternatives or upgrades

in terms of hardware acceleration for gaining better performance. For example, we

attempted distributing the computationally intensive tasks on a PC that has a relatively

fast CPU. We distributed the processing of the other implicit components such as data

sampling, data formation (quadrature signals encoding/decoding), analog-to-digital

conversion, digital-to-analog conversion and pulse width modulation to the other

hardware (FPGA, rcs and servo drives). Note that force sensors were not used in the

framework at the time of this writing. The sampling of force sensing can be transferred

to a separate CPU-based controller for distributing the computation loads. The haptic

device and controller in [24] used this technique via a RS-232 serial port for the force

sampling portion of the servo loop in order to enhance performance. The current design

of our experimental setup only used the FPGA for a simple decoding task. The FPGA

proved successful for decoding all four axes of the quadrature signals simultaneously.

Potentially, we can investigate other uses for the FPGA to achieve a better parallelization

of the processing tasks in order to enhance perfonnance. For example, the

implementation of the forward kinematics on the FPGA board would be an asset.

However, an important issue arises in this case because of the trigonometric calculation.

The values computed by the algorithm are heavily dependent on the evaluation of sine,
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cosine, and tangent of every joint angle. The FPGA-based controller design in [54] used

an algorithm known as CORDIC [53] allowing computations of sine and cosine in

parallel. Given that our experimental setup is easily reconfigurable and we have built in

the usage of a FPGA board in our design, we can attempt to exploit further the

parallelism of the FPGA board and compare performance results in future studies.

For the communication between the host PC and the NetBurner board, we

demonstrated the use of a relatively simple protocol (format of the data/control packets)

in this thesis. The experimental setup used a crossover cable connecting the PC directly

to the NetBurner board. The performance results showed that as the size of the packet

increased, the sampling rate of the control loop decreased. Using a 100-BaseT Ethernet

rated at 100 Mbps, given that one byte consists of 8 bits, theoretically the maximum rate

is 12.5 megabytes per second (MB/s). Considering a UDP packet with a 32-bytes

payload, the throughput (32640 bytes) in Table 3-5 showed only about 0.2% of the link

speed. Note that the network adapter on the PC has a specification of 48 kB RAM, 32 kB

Rx queue, and 16 kB Tx queue. We believed the hardware limitations of the network

adapter, the integrated 10/100 Ethernet and processor speed on the NetBurner board

caused the saturation at 1 kHz.

In order to prepare our experimental setup for a teleoperator environment over the

Internet, we want to investigate an optimal size and format of the data/control packet so

that we can propagate sufficient information from an operator site to a remote site. For

example, anyone who has worked with long-distance communications knows that

anomalies such as multiple-bit errors, dropped packets, and packets delivered out-of

order do happen. Even for a virtual telesurgical system, we should consider making the
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system as robust as possible to such errors. The studies in [15] presented a systematic

way to handle these errors. Potentially, imperfect communication events are mapped

onto dropped packets. Each packet that the system uses contains the entire state of the

system. All data is sent in absolute form and there is never any incremental or relative

to-the-last position information. Therefore, no single packet is critical. When a packet is

dropped or lost, another one containing an even more up-to-date system state will soon

replace it. Therefore, the UDP protocol is ideal for this purpose. Firstly, it is

connectionless and has less overhead. Each datagram travels from source to destination

independent of all others. Occasional datagram loss is not significant. Secondly, there

are no attempts made within the protocol stack to maintain packet sequence or to

retransmit previously missed information. It is better to send new real-time information

instead. The requirement is to know whether a newly received packet contains newer

data than the most-recently received packet. If ever an older and out-of-sequence packet

arrives, it can be discarded. In this thesis, our data packet contained four absolute motor

angles representing the positional state of the haptic device, while the control packet

contained four control voltages representing the tactile state of the device. Our result

showed UDP/IP was better than TCP/IP in terms of data rates for our application. We

tested the possibility of using different sizes of the data/control packets in our

communication link and observed the effects. Considering the systematic methodology

described above, we can incorporate additional information such as time stamps in our

data/control packets. The research and analysis of network latency, an optimal packet

size, and tolerances of time delays in our system over the Internet are beyond the scope of

this thesis and will be studied in the future.
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In terms of software development of a virtual environment on the host PC, we

considered developing portable code early in our design process. We demonstrated our

executables on the Windows XP and Linux (Fedora 10) operating systems (OS) by

providing consistent look and feel (graphical user interface) and touch and feel (force

feedback) to the operator. We used GTK+ for developing the GUI and OpenGL for

graphics rendering. We used WinSock and POSIX socket for implementing the standard

network protocols (UDP and TCP) as drivers for the data acquisition system. We

encapsulated the other code repository (vector, matrix, quaternion, standard

transformation, and light-weighted collision detection modules) and labelled it as the

HapticToolKit for our device. In order to build an executable or a new demonstration

program on Windows or Linux, developers can simply recompile the same code on the

targeted OS. Since commercial haptic devices and force-feedback game controllers

rarely provide multiple OS support, the development of our haptic device, a controller, a

software development kit, and a virtual environment with cross-platform support will

become an asset.

As stated, our experimental setup used a crossover cable connecting the PC

directly to the data acquisition system. Using the current networking capability of our

system, we can easily reconfigure the setup with an additional PC as an observer for the

demonstrated software application. For example, instead of a crossover cable, we can

incorporate a network switch and use three standard Ethernet cables. One cable connects

the data acquisition system to the switch, while the other two cables connect the switch to

two PCs. As shown in Figure 5-2, the modified experimental setup will allow the
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additional PC to observe the same graphics seen on the first Pc. The data acquisition

system can achieve this by broadcasting the data packet via UDP to both PCs.
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Figure 5-2: Modified experimental setup with two PCs

In addition, one PC can be dedicated to the processing of the haptics loop while

the second PC can be dedicated to graphics only. This conforms to the conceptual system

architecture of a microprocessor--based distributed system shown in Figure 3-2.

Regarding a teleoperator environment over the Internet, we want to simulate known

network traffic besides the data propagated between the master device at the operator site

and the slave device at the remote site. Figure 5-3 shows a distributed system setup. For

example, by setting up a video conference between the two sites, known network traffic

can be generated for performance evaluation. This experimental setup will be studied as

future work.
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Figure 5-3: Microprocessor-based distributed system
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we presented the development and hardware setup of a novel haptic

device with four degrees-of-freedom. We derived and verified an algebraic closed-form

solution of the kinematics and static force analysis for this configuration of the hybrid

spherical geometry. We studied and described our distributed computational platform for

force control of the device and some preliminary experiments have been conducted. Our

system showed the desired 1 kHz update rates for force/tactile feedback when interactive

with mechanics-based virtual models. The studies and results in this thesis helped

identifying some key parameters for the synthesis and evaluation of a future telesurgical

simulator.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Maple Work~heetsof Inverse Kinematics

Worksheet A-I:

> restart;
>Digits:=8;

Digits := 8
> with (LinearAlgebra) ;

> x: =Mat r ix ( [ [1] , [0] , [0] ] ) ;

X~r ~I
>y:=Matrix( [[0], [1], [0]]);

y:=r !J
> z:=Matrix( [[0], [0], [1]]);

z:=r ~;
>theta1 := theta1; theta2 := theta2; theta3 := theta3;

81 := 81
82 ;= 82
83 := 83

>u1:=z; u2:=z; u3:=z;

Ul=r ~;

u2=r ~J

u3=r ~J
> w1 : =y; w2: =y; w3: =y;
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wl~l!]
w2~l!]
w3~l!]

> Rx_ganuna0 : =Mat r ix ( [ [1, 0 , 0] , [0, cos ( 3 6 0 * P i / 1 B0) , 
sin(360*pi/1BO)], [0,sin(360*pi/1BO),cos(360*pi/1BO)]]);

Rx-l?ammaO := r~ ~ ~]
lo 0 1

> Rz_theta1:=Matrix( [[GOS (theta1),-
sin (theta!) , 0] , [sin (theta1) , cos (theta1) , 0] , [0, 0, 1] ] ) ;

lcas( 8 1) -sine 8 1) 0]
Rz_thetaJ:= sin(8l) cas(8l) 0

o 0 1

> Ru1: =MatrixMatrixMult:iply(Rx_ganunaO, Rz_thet:a1);

lcas( 8 1) -sine 81) 0]
RuJ:= sine 81) cas( 8 1) 0

o 0 1

>w1_i:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(Ru1, w1);

wU~l~~:~:i}]
>w1:=Vector[column] ([w1_i[1,1],w1_i[2,1],w1_i[3,1]]);

Wlf~:~i}]
>Rx_ganuna120:=Matrix([[1,0,0], [0,cos(120*pi/1BO),
sin(120*pi/1BO)], [0,sin(120*pi/1BO),cos(120*pi/1BO)]]);

1 0 0

o .i _!f3
RX-l?ammaJ20:= 2 2

1 h -1
o 2",3 "2

> Rz_theta2 :=Matrix( [[cos (theta2),-
sin(theta2), 0], [sin(theta2) ,cos (theta2), 0], [0,0,1]]) i
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Rz_theta2);
o

1 G-
--",3

2

-1
2

leos( 82) -sine 82 ) 01
Rz_theta2:= sine 82) eos( 82) 0

001
> Ru2: =MatrixMatrixMult:iply (Rx_gamma120 ,

cos( 82 ) -sine 82 )

- -2:~ sine 82 ) - -2
1

eos( 82 )
Ru2 := _

1 r- 1 M"2 '" 3 sine 82 ) "2 '" 3 eos( 82 )

>w2_i:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(RU2, w2);
-sin(82)

1
w2 i:= -"2 eos( 82)

1
"2 f3 eos( 82)

>w2:=Vector[column] ([w2_i[1,1],w2_i[2,1],w2_1[3,1]]);
-sine 82)
1

w2:= - "2 eos( 82 )

1
"2 f3 eos(82)

>Rx_gamma240:=Matrix([[1,O,O], [O,cos(240*pi/180),
sin(240*pi/180)], [O,sin(240*pi/180),cos(240*pi/180)]]);

1 0 0

o -=.! !iJ
RxJtamma240:= 2 2"'.J

o _!f3 i
2 2

> Rz_theta3: =Matrix ( [ [cos (theta3) ,-
sin (theta3) ,0] , [sin (theta3) , cos (theta3) ,0] , [0,0,1] ] ) ;

leos( 83) -sine 83) 01
Rz_theta3:= sine 83) eos( 83) 0

o 0 1

> Ru3:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rx_gamma240, Rz_theta3);
cos( 83) -sine 83) 0

--~sin(83) -!eos(83) !f3
Ru3:= 2 2 2

1 M 1 M -1
- "2 '" 3 sine 83) - "2 '" 3 eos( 83) 2

> w3_i: =MatrixMatrixMu:ltiply (Ru3, w3);
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w3 i:=

-sin(83 )

1
-2 cas(83)

1- 2/3 cas(83)

>w3:=Vector[column] ([w3_i[I,I] ,w3_i[2,1] ,w3_i[3,1]]);
-sin(83 )

1
w3 := - 2cas(83)

1- 2/3 cas( 83 )

>vl:=Vector[column] ([YIx,vIy,vIz]);
v2:=Vector[column] ([v2x,v2Y,v2z]);
v3:=Vector[column] ([v3x,v3Y,v3z]);

vi := r~~;l
viz

v2 := r~~;1
v2z

v3:= r~~;l
v3z

> Eql:=BilinearForm(wl, vI, conjugate=false)=O;
solve(Eql,thetal); Eq2:=BilinearForm(w2, v2,
conjugate=false) =0; solve(Eq2,theta2);
Eq3:=BilinearForm(w3, v3, conjugate=false) =0;
solve(Eq3,theta3);

Eqi := -sin(81) vlx + cas(81) viy =0

arcta{~~~)

Eq2 := -sine 82 ) v2x - ~ cas( 82) v2y + ~ /3 cas( 82) v2z =0

{
I -v2y +/3 V2Z)

arcta 2 v2x

Eq3 := -sine 83) v3x - ~ cas( 83) v3y - ~ /3 cas( 83) v3z =0

--arct"J! v3y +/3 V3Z)aJ\2 v3x

>thetal := arctan(vIylvIx); theta2 := arctan(I/2*(
v2y+sqrt(3)*v2z)/v2x); theta3 := 
arctan(I/2*(v3y+sqrt(3)*v3z)/v3x);
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81 := areta{~~~)

82 :== aretaJ~ -v2y + f3 V2Z)1\2 v2x

83 :== -aretaJ~ v3y + f3 V3Z)1\2 v3x

Worksheet A-2:

> restart;
> Digits:=8;

Digits := 8
> with (LinearAlgebra) ;

> Rz_alpha1 : =Matrix ( [ [cos (alpha1) , -
sin(alpha1), 0], [sin(alpha1), cos (alpha1), 0], [0,0,1]]);

leos( a1) -sine a1) 01
Rz_alphal:= sin(a1) eos(a1) 0

o 0 1
> Ry_beta1:=Matrix( [[cos (beta1), 0, sin(beta1)], [0,1,0], [
sin(beta1),0,cos(beta1)]]);

l
eos( ~ 1 ) 0 sine ~ 1 )1

Ry_betal := 0 1 0

-sin(~l) 0 eos(~l)

> Rx_gannnal: =Matrix ( [ [1.,0,0] , [0, cos (gannna1) ,
sin(gannnal.)], [0,sin(gamma1),cos(gannna1)]]);

I
I 0 0 1

Rxsammal:= 0 eos( y1) -sine y1)

o sin(yl) eos(y1)
>Rx_gannna4S:=evalf(Matrix([[1,0,0], [0,cos(4S*pi/180),
sin(4S*pi/180)], [0,sin(4S*Pi/180),cos(4S*pi/180)]]»;

l
l. O. O. 1

Rxsamma45:= O. .70710680 -.70710680

O. .70710680 .70710680
> gannna-.l)latform: =pi/2;

1
gammaylaiform := 2 1t

>
beta-.l)latform:=evalf(arcsin(2/(3 A (1/2»*sin(gannna-.l)latform/
2 ) ) ) ;

betaylaiform := .95531663
>
Ry_beta-.l)latform:=Matrix([[cos(beta-.l)latform),O,sin(beta-.l)l
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atform)], [0,1, 0], [
sin(beta-platform),0,cos(beta-p1atform)]]);

l·57735026 0 .816496591
Ry_betaylatform:= 0 1 0

-.81649659 0 .57735026
>R_vref:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(Ry_beta-platform,
Rx_ganuna45) ;

l

·577350260000000004 .577350290965812030 .5773502909658120301
R_vr~f:= O. .707106800000000036 -.707106800000000036

-.816496589999999966 .408248294827768032 .408248294827768032

Worksheet A-3:

> restart;
>Digits:=8;
> with (LinearAlgebra) ;
>thetal := arctan(vly/vlx); theta2 := arctan(l/2*(
v2y+sqrt(3)*v2z)/v2x); theta3 := 
arctan(l/2*(v3y+sqrt(3)*v3z)/v3x)i
> ganunal: =30*pi/ 180; bE~tal:=O*pi/ 180; alphal: ==O*pi/ 180;

1
y1 :=61t:

~1 := 0
a1 := 0

> Rz_alphal : =Matrix ( [ [cos (alphal ) , -
sin (alphal) , 0] , [sin (alphal) , cos (alphal) , 0] , [0, 0,1] ] ) ;
> Ry_betal: =Matrix( [ [cos (betal) , 0, sin (betal) ] , [0,1, 0] , [
sin(betal),O,cos(betal)]]);
> Rx_ganunal: =Matrix ( [ [1, 0, 0] , [0, cos (ganunal) , 
sin(ganunal)], [O,sin(gammal),cos(ganunal)]]);
> Rx_ganuna45: =evalf (Mat:rix ( [ [1, 0, 0] , [0, cos (45*pi/180) , 
sin(45*pi/180)], [0,sin(45*pi/180),cos(45*pi/180)]]»;
> ganuna-p1atform: =pi/2 j~

>
beta-platform: =evalf (a.rcsin (2/ (3 A (1/2) ) *sin (ganuna-platform/
2) ) ) ;

>
Ry_beta-platform:=Matrix([[cos(beta-p1atform),0,sin(beta-pl
atform)], [0,1, 0], [
sin(beta-platform),0,cos(beta-p1atform)]]);
>R_vref:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(Ry_beta-platform,
Rx_ganuna45) ;
> R_xyz_Fixed : =MatrixMa.trixMult iply (Rz_alphal,
MatrixMatrixMultiply(Ry_betal, Rx_ganunal»;
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0 0

0 ~f3
-1
-

R_xyz_Fixed:= 2 2

0
1 ~f3-

2 2

>R:=evalf(MatrixMatri~~ltiply(R_xyz_Fixed, R_vref»;

[

.57735026 .57735029 .577350291
R:= .40824830 .40824831 -.81649659

-.70710679 .70710678 -.210-7

>
thetal:=evalf(180/pi*(E!Valf(subs(vlx=R[1,1],vly=R[2,1],vlz=
R[3,1],thetal»»;
theta2:=evalf(180/Pi*(evalf(subs(v2x=R[l,2],v2y=R[2,2],v2z=
R[3,2],theta2»»;
theta3:=evalf(180/Pi*(evalf(subs(v3x=R[l,3],v3y=R[2,3],v3z=
R[3,3],theta3»»i

81 := 35.264390
82 := 35.264387
83 := 35.264390

Worksheet A-4:

> restart;
> Digits: =8;
> with (LinearAlgebra) ;
>thetal := arctan(vly/vlx)i theta2 := arctan(1/2*(
v2y+sqrt(3)*v2z)/v2x); theta3 := 
arctan(1/2*(v3y+sqrt(3)*v3z)/v3x);
>gammal:=30*pi/180; betal:=2S*pi/180; alphal:=0*pi/180;

1
"(1 :="611:

5
~1 := 36 11:

a1 := 0
> Rz_alphal: =Matrix ( [ [cos (alphal) ,-
sin(alphal), 0], [sin(alphal), cos (alphal), 0], [0, 0,1]]);
> Ry_betal: =Matrix ( [ [cos (betal) , 0, sin (betal) ] , [0,1, 0] , [
sin(betal),O,cos(betal)]]);
> Rx_gammal:=Matrix( [[1, 0,0], [O,cos(gammal),
sin(gammal)], [O,sin(gammal),cos(gammal)]]);
>~gamma4S:=evalf(Matrix([[1,0,0],[0,cos(4S*pi/180),
sin(4S*pi/180)], [0,sin(4S*Pi/180),cos(4S*pi/180)]]»i
> gamma--.p1atform: =pi/2;
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>
beta-p1atform:=evalf(arcsin(2/(3 A (1/2»*sin(gamma-platform/
2 ) ) ) i

>
Ry_beta-platform:=Matrix([[cos(beta-platform),O,sin(beta-pl
atform)], [0,1,0], [
sin(beta-platform),O,cos(beta-platform)]])i
>R_vref:=MatrixMatri~lultiply(Ry_beta-platfor.m,

Rx_gannna45) i

>R_xyz_Fixed:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(Rz_alpha1,
MatrixMatrixMultiply(Ry_beta1, Rx_gamma1»i

COs(:6 n) ~ Sin(3
5
6 n) ~ sin(:6 n)J3

R_xyz_Fixed:= 0 ! J3 =-.1-
2 2

-Sin(:6 n) ~ COs(:6 n) ~ COs(356n)J3
>R:=evalf(MatrixMatri>~ultiply(R_xyz_Fixed, R_vref»i

l
.22442078 .82209331 .52325705 j

R:= .40824830 .40824831 -.81649659

-.88485515 .39685760 -.24399880

>
theta1:=evalf(180/Pi*(evalf(subs(v1x=R[1,1],v1y=R[2,1],v1z=
R[3,1],theta1»»i
theta2:=evalf(180/Pi*(evalf(subs(v2x=R[1,2],v2y=R[2,2],v2z=
R[3,2],theta2»»i
theta3:=evalf(180/Pi*(evalf(subs(v3x=R[1,3],v3y=R[2,3],v3z=
R[3,3] ,theta3»»;

81 := 61.201683
82 := 9.6350889
83 := 49.816706
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Appendix R: Maple Worksheet of Forward Kinematics

Worksheet B-1:

> restart;

> Digits: =2;

> with (LinearAlgebra) ;

>x:=Matrix( [[1], [0], [0]]); y:=Matrix( [[0], [1], [0]]);
z : =Mat r ix ( [ [0] , [0] , [1] ] ) i

>Vl0:=Xi v20:=Yi v30:=Zi
> Ql: =Matrix ( [ [cos (phil) , -
sin(phil), 0], [sin(phil) ,cos (phil), 0], [0,0,1]]);
Q2 : =Matrix ( [ [cos (phi2) ,0, sin (phi2) ] , [0,1,0] , [
sin(phi2),0,cos(phi2)]])i
Q3: =Matrix ( [ [1,0,0] , [0, cos (phi3) , 
sin (phi3) ] , [0, sin (phi3) , cos (phi3) ] ] ) i

lcas( ~1) -sine ~1) O~]
Q1:= sine ~ 1) cas( ~1)

o 0

l
cas( ~2) 0 sine ~2)]

Q2:= 0 1 0

-sine ~2) 0 cas( ~2 )

Q3 :=I~ cas~~3 ) -sin~ ~3 )]

lo sine ~3 ) cas( ~3 )

> Q:=MatrixMatrixMultiplY(Q1, MatrixMatrixMultiplY(Q2, Q3» i
Q-=

[cas( ~ 1) cas( ~2) , cas( ~ 1) sine ~2) sine ~3 ) - sine ~1) cas( ~3 ) ,

cas( ~1) sine ~2) cas( ~3 ) + sine ~ 1) sine ~3 )]

[sin( ~1) cas( ~2) , sine ~1) sine ~2) sine ~3 ) + cas( ~ 1) cas( ~3 ) ,

sine ~1) sine ~2) cas( ~3 ) - cas( ~ 1) sine ~3 )]
[ -sine ~2) , cas( ~2) sine ~3) , cas( ~2) cas( ~3 )]

>v1-prime:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(Q, Vl0)i
>v2-prime:=MatrixMatriXMultiply(Q, v20)i
>v3-prime:=MatrixMatrixMultiply(Q, v30)i
>
vl:=Vector[column] ([vl-prime[1,1],vl-prime[2,1],vl-prime[3,
l] ] ) ;

>
v2:=Vector[column] ([v2-prime[1,1],v2-prime[2,1],v2-prime[3,
1] ] ) ;
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>
v3:=Vector[column] ([v3-prime[1,1],v3-prime[2,1],v3-prime[3,
1] ] ) i

> w1: =Vector [column] ( [--sin (theta1) , cos (theta1) ,0] ) i

> w2: =Vector [column] ( [-- sin (theta2) , 
1/2*cos(theta2),1/2*sqrt(3)*cos(theta2)])i
> w3: =Vector [column] ( [--sin (theta3) , -1/2 *cos (theta3) , 
1/2*sqrt(3)*cos(theta3)])i
> Eq6:=BilinearForm(w1, v1, conjugate=false)=Oi
Eq7:=BilinearForm(w2, v2, conjugate=false)=Oi
Eq8:=BilinearForm(w3, v3, conjugate=false)=Oi

Eq6 := -sine 81) cos( <j> 1) cos( <j>2) + cos( 81) sine <j> 1) cos( <j>2) = 0

Eq7 := -sine 82) (cos( <j> 1) sine <j>2) sine <j>3) - sine <j> 1) cos( <j>3))

- ~ cos( 82) (sin( <j> 1) sine <j>2) sine <j>3 ) + cos( <j> 1) cos( <j>3 ))

+ ~ /3 cos(82) cos( <j>2) sine <j>3) =0

Eq8 := -sine 83) (cos( <j> 1) sine <j>2) cos( <j>3 ) + sine <j> 1) sine <j>3 ))

- ~ cos( 83) (sin( <j> 1) sine <j>2) cos( <j>3 ) - cos( <j> 1) sine <j>3 ))

1- 2/3 cos( 83 ) cos( <j>2) cos( <j>3 ) =0

> solve (Eq6 ) i

1
{81 = 81, <j> 1 = <j> 1, ~2 = 21t }, {~l = 81, ~2 = ~2, 81 =81 }

>Eq7:=subs(phi1=thetal,Eq7)i
Eq10:=collect(Eq7, [cos(phi3),sin(phi3)])i
Eq7 := -sine 82) (cos( 81) sine ~2) sine ~3) - sine 81) cos( ~3))

- ~ cos( 82 ) (sin( 81) sine ~2) sine ~3 ) + cos( 81) cos( ~3))

+ ~ /3 cos( 82 ) cos( ~2) sine ~3 ) =0

EqJ0 := ( sine 82 ) sine 81) - ~ cos( 82 ) cos( 81)) cos( ~3) +

( -sine 82) cos( 81) sine ~2) - ~ cos( 82 ) sine 81) sine ~2) + ~ /3 cos( 82) cos( ~2) )

sine ~3) =0

>Eq8:=subs(phil=theta1,Eq8)i
Eq11:=collect(Eq8, [cos(phi3),sin(phi3)])i
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Eq8 := -sine 83) ( cas( 81 ) sine ~2) cas( ~3 ) + sine 81 ) sine ~3 ))

-l cas( 83 ) (sin( 81 ) sine ~2 ) cas( ~3 ) - cas( 81 ) sine ~3 ) )

1- 2f3 cas( 83) cas( ~2) cas( ~3 ) = 0

Eqll :=

( -sine 83) cas( 81 ) sine ~2) -l cas( 83) sine 81 ) sine ~2) -l f3 cas( 83) cas( ~2))

cas( ~3 ) + ( -sine 83) sine 81 ) +l cas( 83) cas( 81 )) sine ~3 ) =0

>Al:=(sin(theta2)*sin(thetal)-1/2*cos(theta2)*cos(thetall);

A1 := sine 82 ) sine 81 ) -l cas( 82 ) cas( 81 )

>Bl:=(-sin(theta2)*cos(thetal)*sin(phi2)
1/2*cos(theta2)*sin(thE~tal)*sin(phi2)+1/2*sqrt(3)*cos(theta

2)*cos(phi2»;

B1 := -sine 82) cas( 81) sine ~2) -l cas( 82) sine 81) sine ~2) +lf3 cas( 82) cas( ~2)

>A2:=(-sin(theta3)*cos(thetal)*sin(phi2)
1/2*cos(theta3)*sin(thetal)*sin(phi2)
1/2*sqrt(3)*cos(theta3)*cos(phi2»;

A2 := -sine 83) cas( 81 ) sine ~2) -l cas( 83) sine 81) sine ~2) -l f3 cas( 83) cas(~2)

> B2: = (
sin(theta3)*sin(thetal)+1/2*cos(theta3)*cos(thetal»;

B2 := -sine 83) sine 81) + ~ cas( 83) cas( 81 )

> Eq16: =Al *B2
A2*Bl=O;Eq16a:=simplif:y(Eq16);Eq16b:=collect(Eq16a, [cos (phi
2)A2,cos(phi2),sin(phi2)]);

Eq16 := ( sine 82) sine 81 ) -l cos( 82) cas( 81 )) ( -sine 83) sine 81) +lcas( 83 ) cas( 81))

- ( -sine 83) cas( 81 ) sine ~2) -l cas( 83) sine 81) sine ~2) -l f3 cas( 83) cas( ~2))

( -sine 82) cas( 81) sine ~2)-l cas( 82) sine 81 ) sine ~2) +lf3 cas( 82) cas( ~2)) =

o
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Eq 16a := -sine 82) sine 83) + sine82) sine 83) cas( 8 1)2 cas( ~2)2

+1cas( 82) cas( 81 ) sine 83 ) sine 8 1) cas( ~2 )2

+1sine 83) cas( 81 ) sine ~2) f3 cas( 82 ) cas( ~2)

+1sine 82) sine 8 1) cas( 83 ) cas( 8 1) cas( ~2)2 -l cas( 83) cas( 82)

1
+ cas( 83) cas( ~2)2 cas( 82) -"4 cas( 83) cas( 82) cas( 81)2 cas( ~2 i

-1 f3 cas( 83 ) cas( ~2) sine 82 ) cas( 8 1) sine ~2) =0

Eq 16b := (1 cas( 82) cas( 8 1) sine 83 ) sine 8 1) + sine 82) sine 83) cas( 81 )2

1
+ cas( 83 ) cas( 82 ) -"4 cas( 83) cas( 82) cas( 8 1)2

+1sine 82 ) sine 81) cas( 83) cas( 8 1)) cas( ~2)2

+ (1 sine 83) cas( 8 1) f3 cas( 82) -1 f3 cas( 83) sine 82) cas( 81 ») sine ~2) cas( ~2)

- sine 82) sine 83) -l cas( 83 ) cas( 82) =0

>Eq17:=Cl*cos(phi2}A2+C2*sin(phi2}*cos(phi2}+C3= 0;

Eq17:= Cl cas( ~2)2 + C2 sine ~2) cas( ~2) + C3 =0

1~ C2' - 2 C3 Cl +JC2' -40' C3 Cl- 40' C3'
-2 2 2 ' arcta

Cl +C2

C2~ C2' - 2 C3 Cl +)C24 -4 C2' C3 CI-4 C2' C3'

C1 2 + C2 2
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1
2

C2 2
- 2 C3 Cl + fC2 4

- 4 C22 C3 Cl - 4 C2 2 C3 2

Cl 2 + C2 2
, arcta

1 Cl (-2 C22 + 4 C3 Cl + 2) C2 4
- 4 C2 2 C3 Cl - 4 C2 2 C3 2

)
-- +C3

4 C1 2 +C22

-2----:;===========;=~~~~~~~~~~-

~
-2 C2 2 + 4 C3 Cl + 2)C2 4

- 4 C2 2 C3 Cl - 4 C2 2 C3 2

C2 ------------'------------
Cl 2 + C2 2

I~ -2 C2' + 4 C3 CI + 2) C24
- 4 C2' C3 CI - 4 C2' C3'

- - ~cffi

2 Cl 2 + C2 2
'

1 Cl (-2 C22 + 4 C3 Cl + 2) C2 4
- 4 C2 2 C3 Cl - 4 C2 2 C3 2

) C
-- + 3

4 C1 2 + C2 2

2 --~=========:::;==~===================================---

~
-2 C22 + 4 C3 Cl + 2)C2 4

- 4 C22 C3 Cl - 4 C2 2 C3 2

C2 - ----------'-------------
C1 2 + C2 2

_~~_ -2 C2' +4 C3 CI + 2)C24 -4 C2' C3 CI-4 C2' C3'

2 C1 2 +C22
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Appendix C: Maple Worksheet of Jacobian Derivation

Worksheet C--1:

> restart;
> Digits: =2;
> with (LinearAlgebra) ;
> Ql: =Matrix( [ [cos (phil) ,-
sin(phil), 0], [sin(phil) ,cos (phil), 0], [0,0,1]]);
Q2 : =Matrix ( [ [cos (phi2) , 0, sin (phi2) ] , [0,1,0] , [
sin(phi2),0,cos(phi2)]]);
Q3:=Matrix([[1,0,0], [0,cos(phi3),-
sin(phi3)], [0,sin(phi3),cos(phi3)]]);
> Q: =MatrixMatrixMultiply (Ql, MatrixMatrixMultiplY(Q2, Q3»;

Q:=

[cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2) , cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3) - sine <I> 1) cos( <1>3) ,

cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3) + sine <I> 1) sine <1>3)]
[ sine <I> 1) cos( <1>2) , sine <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3 ) + cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>3) ,
sine <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3 ) - cos( <I> 1) sine <1>3 )]

[-sine <1>2) , cos( <1>2) sine <1>3) , cos( <1>2) cos( <1>3)]

> Q_T: =Transpose (Q);
Q_T:=

[ cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2) , sine <I> 1) cos( <1>2) , -sine <1>2)]

[cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3) - sine <I> 1) cos( <1>3) ,

sine <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3) + cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>3) , cos( <1>2) sine <1>3)]

[cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3) + sine <I> 1) sine <1>3) ,
sine <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3) - cos( <I> 1) sine <1>3) , cos( <1>2) cos( <1>3) ]

> simplify (MatrixMatrixMultiply(Q_T, Q»;
simplify (MatrixMatrixMultiplY(Q, Q_T»;
> Q;

>rll:=Q[1,1];r12:=Q[1,2]; r13:=Q[1,3]; r21:=Q[2,1];
r22:=Q[2,2]; r23:=Q[2,3]; r31:=Q[3,1];r32:=Q[3,2];
r33:=Q[3,3];

I'll := cos( <1>1) cos( <1>2)

r12 := cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3) - sine <I> 1) cos( <1>3 )

r13 := cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3 ) + sine <I> 1) sine <1>3 )

r21 := sin(<I>l) cos(<I>2)

r22 := sine <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3) + cos( <I>1) cos( <1>3)

r23 := sine <1>1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3) - cos( <1>1) sine <1>3)
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dl := -sine ~2)

r32 := cas( ~2) sine ~3)

r33 := cas(~2) cas( ~3)

> r3l_dot_wrt--'phi 1: =dif:E (r3l, phil) ;
r32_dot_wrt--.phil:=diff(r32,phil};
r33_dot_wrt--'phil:=diff(r33,phil};r3l_dot_wrt--'phi2:=diff(r31
,phi2}; r32_dot_wrt--.phi2:=diff(r32,phi2};
r33_dot_wrt--'phi2:=diff(r33,phi2};
r3l_dot_wrt--.phi3:=diff(r3l,phi3};
r32_dot_wrt--'phi3:=diff(r32,phi3};
r33_dot_wrt--'phi3:=diff(r33,phi3};

dl_dot_wrtyhil := 0

d2_dot_wrtyhil := 0

d3_dot_wrtyhil := 0

r31__dot_wrtyhi2 := -cas( ~2)

r32_dot_wrtyhi2 := -sine ~2) sine ~3)

r33_do(_wrtyhi2 := -sine ~2 ) cas( ~3 )

dl_dot_wrtyhi3 := 0

r32_dot_wrtyhi3:= cas(~2) cas(~3)

r33_do(_wrtyhi3 := -cas( ~2) sine ~3)

> Ornega_x--.phil: =sirnplify(r31_dot_wrt--'phil*r2l +
r32_dot_wrt-phil*r22 + r33_dot_wrt-ph il*r23};
Ornega_x--'phi2:=sirnplify(r3l_dot_wrt--'phi2*r21 +
r32_dot_wrt--.phi2*r22 + r33_dot_wrt--'phi2*r23};
Ornega_x--'phi3:=sirnplify(r3l_dot_wrt--'phi3*r2l +
r32_dot_wrt-phi3*r22 + r33_dot_wrt--.phi3*r23};

Omega_xyhil := 0

Omega_xyhi2:= -sin(~l)

Omega_xyhi3:= cas(~l) cas(~2)

>rll_dot_wrt--'phil :=diff(rll,phil};
r12_dot_wrt--.phil:=diff(r12,phil};
r13_dot_wrt--'phil:=diff(r13,phil};
rll_dot_wrt--'phi2:=diff(rll,phi2);
r12_dot_wrt--'phi2:=diff(r12,phi2};
r13_dot_wrt--'ph i2:=diff(r13,phi2};
rl1_dot_wrt-phi3:=diff{rl1,phi3};
r12_dot_wrt--'phi3:=diff{r12,phi3};
r13_dot_wrt--'phi3:=diffi[r13,phi3};

rll_dot_wrtyhil := -sine~1) cas( ~2)
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rJ2_dot_wrtyhil := -sine cj> 1) sine cj>2) sine cj>3) - cos( cj> 1) cos( cj>3)

rJ3_dot_wrtyhil := -sine cj> 1) sine cj>2) cos( cj>3 ) + cos( cj> 1) sine cj>3 )

rJ J_dot_wrtyhi2 := -eos( cj>l) sine cj>2)

rJ2_dot_wrtyhi2 := cos( cj> 1) cos( cj>2) sine cj>3 )

rJ3_dot_wrtyhi2 := cos( cj> 1) cos( cj>2) cos( cj>3 )

r1 J_dot_wrtyhi3 := 0

r12_dot_wrtyhd :== cos( cj> 1) sine cj>2) cos( cj>3 ) + sine cj> 1) sine cj>3)

rJ3_dot_wrtyhd := -cos( cj> 1) sine cj>2) sine cj>3) + sine cj> 1) cos( cj>3)

>Ornega-y_phil:=simplify(rll_dot_wrt-phil*r31 +

r12_dot_wrt-phil*r32 + r13_dot_wrt-phil*r33);
Ornega-y-phi2:=simplify(rl1_dot_wrt---.phi2*r31 +

r12_dot_wrt-phi2*r32 + r13_dot_wrt-phi2*r33);
Ornega-y-phi3:=simplify(rl1_dot_wrt-phi3*r31 +

r12_dot_wrt-phi3*r32 + r13_dot_wrt---'phi3*r33);
Omegay yhil := 0

Omegay yhi2 := cos( cj> 1)

Omegay yhi3 := sine cj> 1) cos( cj>2)

>r21_dot_wrt---.phil:=diff(r21,phil);
r22_dot_wrt-phil:=diff(r22,phil);
r23_dot_wrt-ph il:=diff(r23,phil);
r21_dot_wrt---'ph i2:=diff(r21,phi2);
r22_dot_wrt-ph i2:=diff(r22,phi2);
r23_dot_wrt-ph i2:=diff(r23,phi2);
r21_dot_wrt---'phi3:=diff(r21,phi3);
r22_dot_wrt-ph i3:=diff(r22,phi3);
r23_dot_wrt-ph i3:=diff(r23,phi3);

r2J_dot_wrtyhil := cos( cj>l) cos( cj>2)

r22_dot_wrtyhil :'= cos( cj>l) sine cj>2) sine cj>3) - sine cj>l) cos( cj>3)

r23_dot_wrtyhil :'= cos( cj> 1) sine cj>2) cos( cj>3 ) + sine cj> 1) sine cj>3 )

r2J_dot_wrtyhi2 := -sine cj> 1) sine cj>2 )

r22_dot_wrtyhi2 := sine cj> 1) cos( cj>2) sine cj>3 )

r23_dot_wrtyhi2:= sin(cj>l) cos(cj>2) cos(cj>3)

r2J_dot_wrtyhd := 0

r22_dot_wrtyhd :'= sine cj>l) sine cj>2) cos( cj>3) - cos( cj>l) sine cj>3)

r23_dot_wrtyhd :=' -sine cj> 1) sine cj>2) sine cj>3) - cos( cj> 1) cos( cj>3 )
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> Omega_zJ)hil: =simplif:y (r21_dot_wrtJ)hil*rll +

r22_dot_wrtJ)hil*r12 + r23_dot_wrtJ)hil*r13);
Omega_zJ)hi2:=simplify(r21_dot_wrtJ)hi2*rll +

r22_dot_wrtJ)hi2*r12 + r23_dot_wrtJ)hi2*r13);
Omega_zJ)hi3:=simplify(r21_dot_wrtJ)hi3*rll +

r22_dot_wrtJ)hi3*r12 + r23_dot_wrtJ)hi3*r13);
OmegaJyhii := 1

Omega_zyhi2 := °
Omega_zyhi3:= -sin(<I>2)

> R:=Matrix( [[0,-
sin(phil),cos(phil)*cos(phi2)], [O,cos(phil),sin(phil)*cos(p
hi2)], [1,0, -sin(phi2)]]) i

[

0 -sine <I> 1) cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2)]
R:= ° cos( <1>1) sine <1>1) cos( <1>2)

1 ° -sine <1>2)

> Q_dot: =MatrixMatrixMultiply (R, Q) i

Q_dot :=

[-sine <I> 1)2 cos( <1>2) - cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2) sine <1>2) ,

-sine <I> 1) (sin( <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3) + cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>3)) + cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2)2 sine <1>3) ,

-sine <I> 1) (sin( <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3) - cos( <I> 1) sine <1>3)) + cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2 i cos( <1>3) ]
[cos( <I> 1) sine <I> 1) cos( <1>2) - sine <I> 1) cos( <1>2) sine <1>2) ,

cos( <I> 1) (sin( <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3) + cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>3)) + sine <I> 1) cos( <1>2)2 sine <1>3) ,

cos( <I> 1) (sin( <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3) - cos( <I> 1) sine <1>3)) + sine <I> 1) cos( <1>2)2 cos( <1>3) ]

[cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2 ) + sine <1>2)2 ,
cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) sine <1>3 ) - sine <I> 1) cos( <1>3) - sine <1>2) cos( <1>2) sine <1>3) ,
cos( <I> 1) sine <1>2) cos( <1>3) + sine <I> 1) sine <1>3) - sine <1>2) cos( <1>2) cos( <1>3 )]

>simplify(MatrixMatri~~ultiplY(Q_dot,Q_T»;

[

0 -sine <I> 1) cos( <I> 1) cos( <1>2 )]
° cos( <I> 1) sine <I> 1) cos( <1>2 )

1 ° -sine <1>2)
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Appendix D: Hardware Specification

D.l: Motors and Encoders

Four DC pennanent magnet motors are used in this project. Three motors are

Maxon brushed type motors with a 35 mm diameter. The fourth motor is a Maxon

brushed type motor with a 25 mm diameter. Figure D-l shows the location of the motors

on the haptic device. Note that by design the motors shall be operated in stall mode for

this project. The motors are capable of generating maximum continuous stall torques of

77.7 mNm and 29.3 mNm respectively. They should be sufficient to generate a sensible

force for the operator.

Motor 4

Motor 3

Motor 1

Motor 2

Figure D-l: Motors on the haptic device

The Maxon HEDL 5540 quadrature encoder is used for each motor. The encoder

is capable of generating 500 counts per tum. In addition, the mechanical gain via the cam

through a pulley arrangement on each axis uses a gear ratio of 1: 10. Two MC3486 ICs
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are used on the prototype board. Each MC3486 IC offers four independent differential

input line receivers and generates TTL-compatible outputs.

MC3486

Figure D-2: Prototype board for 8 channels quadrature signal inputs

D.2: Servo Amplifiers and Power Supply

Four brush type PWM servo amplifiers from Advanced Motion Controls are used

in this project. The servo amplifiers are used to drive brush type DC motors at a high

switching frequency at 22 kHz ± 15%. The DC supply voltage is 20-80 V. Each

amplifier supports a maximum continuous current of 12.5 A. The differential analog

input connectors with a maximum voltage of ± 15 V is used for the reference input

signal. The current monitor output signal is proportional to the actual current in the

motor leads. The scaling is 4 A/V for the 25A8 series of the servo amplifiers. This

signal is used for estimating the current drawn by each motor. In addition, the amplifer

provides a potentiometer for the reference gain. It allows adjustment of the ratio between

input signal and output variables (voltage, current, or velocity). Figure D-3 shows the

servo amplifiers and a power supply.
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Servo
Amplifier

Power Supply

Figure D-3: PWM Servo Amplifiers and Power Supply

A PS2X300W power supply from Advanced Motion Controls is used in this

project. It is an unregulated power supply chosen to complement the selected servo

amplifiers. The power supply provides an output voltage of 24 VDC and a nominal

output current of 12 A.
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Appendix E: Quadrature Signals

Quadrature signals are two signals generated with a 90 degrees phase difference.

They are used in mechanical systems to determine movement (or rotation) of an axis.

Il- _

Figure E-l: Quadrature signal - Example I

Figure E-1 shows an example of one axis moving forward by a few steps. If the

pulses are counted, the axis has moved by 3 steps. If the edges are counted, the axis has

moved by 12 steps. Figure E-2 shows the axis moving backward by the same amount.

,1...--_--'
L _

Figure E-2: Quadrature signal- Example 2

Therefore, by looking at the edges and levels, the direction and distance of

movement can be determined. Figure E-3 shows an example when an axis moves

forward 10 steps, then backward 7 steps. Quadrature signals are commonly used to

determine feedback control in robotic axles, user input with knobs, and direction of

movement in computer mice.

Figure E-3: Quadrature signal- Example 3
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Appendix F: VHDL Source Code

The implementation of the quadrature decoder consists of three VHDL files listed below.

FpgaDecoder.vhd

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_Iogic_1164.all;
use IEEE.stdJogic_unsigned. all;

entity FpgaDecoder is
port (
CLK : in std_logic;
SWITCH_RESET: in std_Iogic;
CHIA : in std_Iogic;
CHIB : in std_Iogic;
CH2A: in std_Iogic;
CH2B : in std_Iogic;
CH3A : in std_Iogic;
CH3B : in std_Iogic;
CH4A : in std logic;
CH4B : in std_logic;
CMD : in stdJogic_vector( I d.ownto 0);
DATA: out std_Iogic_vector(15 downto 0);
LED: out std_Iogic_vector(7 downto 0)
);

end FpgaDecoder;

architecture FpgaDecoder_arch of FpgaDecoder is

component QuadratureCounter
port (
clock: in stdJogic;
QuadA: in std_Iogic;
QuadB : in std_logic;
Reset: in std_Iogic;
CounterValue : out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0)
);

end component;

signal RESET : std_Iogic;

signal HALF_CLK : std_logic;
signal CNT_LED : std_Iogic_vector(7 downto 0);
signal COUNT_INT : std_Iogic_vector(25 downto 0);
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signal COMMAND : std_Iogic_vector(l downto 0) := "00";
signal OUTPUT_COUNT : std_Iogic_vector(l5 downto 0) := x"3E80";
signal HD_LOCAL_CNTI : std_Iogic_vector(l5 downto 0) := x"3E80";
signal HD_LOCAL_CNT2 : std_Iogic_vector(l5 downto 0) := x"3E80";
signal HD_LOCAL_CNT3 : std_Iogic_vector(l5 downto 0) := x"3E80";
signal HD_LOCAL_CNT4 : std_logic_vector(l5 downto 0) := x"3E80";

begin

decoder I: QuadratureCounter
port map (
clock => CLK,
QuadA => CH 1A,
QuadB => CH 1B,
Reset => RESET,
CounterValue => HD LOCAL CNTI- -
);

decoder2: QuadratureCounter
port map (
clock => CLK,
QuadA => CH2A,
QuadB => CH2B,
Reset => RESET,
CounterValue => HD LOCAL CNT2

- -
);

decoder3: QuadratureCounter
port map (
clock => CLK,
QuadA => CH3A,
QuadB => CH3B,
Reset => RESET,
CounterValue => HD LOCAL CNT3
);

decoder4: QuadratureCounter
port map (
clock => CLK,
QuadA => CH4A,
QuadB => CH4B,
Reset => RESET,
CounterValue => HD LOCAL CNT4- -
);
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RESET <= SWITCH_RESET;

-- This is just a clock divider.
process (CLK,RESET)
begin
if RESET = 'I' then

HALF CLK <= '0'·- ,
elsif CLK'event and CLK='1' then

HALF_CLK <= not HALF_eLK;
end if;
end process;

-- Counter for eight segment LED's using a I-second clock
process (HALF_CLK,RESET)
begin
if RESET = '1' then

COUNT_INT <= (others => '0');
CNT_LED <= "00000000";

elsifHALF CLK'event and HALF CLK=' 1, then- -
if COUNT INT = 25000000 then -- 25000000 / 416667 = 60

if (CNT_LED = "00111011 ") then -- Count up to 59
CNT LED <= "00000000"·- ,

else
CNT_LED <= CNT_LED + 'I';

end if;
COUNT_INT <= (others => '0');

else
COUNT_INT <= COUNT__INT + 'I';

end if;
end if;
LED <= CNT_LED;
end process;

process (CLK,CMD,OUTPUT_COUNT)
begin
if CLK'event and CLK = '1' then

COMMAND <= CMD;
if (COMMAND = "00") then OUTPUT_COUNT <= HD_LOCAL_CNTl; end if;
if (COMMAND = "01") then OUTPUT_COUNT <= HD_LOCAL_CNT2; end if;
if (COMMAND = "10") then OUTPUT COUNT <= HD LOCAL CNT3; end if;- --
if (COMMAND = "11 ") then OUTPUT COUNT <= HD LOCAL CNT4; end if;

- --
end if;
DATA <= OUTPUT_COUNT;
end process;

end FpgaDecoder_arch;
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QuadratureCounter.vhd

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_SIGNED.ALL;

entity QuadratureCounter is
port (
clock: in std_Iogic;
QuadA: in std_Iogic;
QuadB : in stdJogic;
Reset: in std_Iogic;
CounterValue: out std_Iogic_vector(15 downto 0)
);

end QuadratureCounter;

architecture QuadratureCounter_arch of QuadratureCounter is

signal Count: std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
signal CountEnable : std_logic;
signal CountDirection : std_Iogic;

constant RESET_DECODER_CNT : std_Iogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;= x I 3E80";
constant ZERO_DECODER_CNT : std_Iogic_vector(15 downto 0) := (others => '0');

component QuadratureDecoder
port (
clock: in std_Iogic;
QuadA : in std_Iogic;
QuadB : in std_logic;
Direction: out std_logic;

CountEnable : out std_Iogic
);

end component;

begin --architecture QuadratureCounter

iQuadratureDecoder: QuadratureDecoder
port map (

clock => clock,
QuadA => QuadA,
QuadB => QuadB,
Direction => CountDirection,
CountEnable => CountEnable
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);

process(CountEnable,Reset)
begin

if (Reset = 'I') then
Count <= RESET_DECODER_CNT;

elsif(Count = ZERO_DECODER_CNT) then
Count <= RESET_DECODER_CNT;

elsif (CountEnable'event and CountEnable = 'I ') then
if (CountDirection = '1 ') then Count <= Count + 'I'; end if;
if (CountDirection = '0') then Count <= Count - '1 '; end if;

end if;
CounterValue <= Count;

end process;

end QuadratureCounter_arch;

QuadratureDecoder.vhd

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;

entity QuadratureDecoder is
port (
clock: in std_logic;
QuadA: in std_logic;
QuadB : in std_logic;
Direction: out std_logic;
CountEnable : out std_logic
);

end QuadratureDecoder;

architecture QuadratureDecoder_arch of QuadratureDecoder is

--local 'variables' or 'registers'

--this runs our state machine: where are we in the decoding process?
--the following constants describe each state
--note that every possible state is not listed. the unused states
--are physically umeachable in a functioning quadratre device, given that the
--clock is fast enough to 'catch' each transition on the quadrature inputs
--LR means left-right, RL = left-right. Of course the two are reversed
--if the two quadratre inputs are switched.
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signal state: std_Iogic_vector(3 downto 0) := "0000";
constant WaitO : stdJogic__vector(3 downto 0) := "0000";
constant Wait1 : std_Iogic._vector(3 downto 0) := "0001 ";
constant CountO: std_Iogic_vector(3 downto 0):= "0010";
constant Count1 : std_Iogic_vector(3 downto 0) := "0011 ";
constant LR1 : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) := "1001 ";
constant LR2 : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) := "1101 ";
constant LR3 : std_Iogic_vector(3 downto 0) := "0101 ";
constant RL1 : std_Iogic_vector(3 downto 0) := "0100";
constant RL2 : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) := "1100";
constant RL3 : std_Iogic_vector(3 downto 0) := "1000";

--this is a temp where the two quadrature inputs are stored

signal Quad: std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);

--as a single quadrature count is made up of several states, and the decoder
--can remain in a given state indefinately (if the quadrature input
--device is not 'moving'), so we need these 'gate-ing' variables
--to keep us from counting on every clock when we sit idle in the
--'count' state; thusly, we just count on the first clock
--upon entering a 'count' state.

signal counted: std_logic;
signal counting: std_Iogic;

begin --architecture QuadratureDecoder

process (clock)
begin
if ( (clock'event) and (clock = '1 ') ) then --every rising edge

--convert inputs from asynch to synch by assigning once on each rising
edge of clock

Quad(O) <= QuadA;
Quad(1) <= QuadB;

--we are not going to be counting on this clock by default
CountEnable <= '0';

--we are not in a 'count' state
if (Counting = '0') then

Counted <= '0'; --haven't counted when not in count state
CountEnable <== '0'; --are not outputing a count either

end if;
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--we are in a count state
if (Counting = 'I') then

if (Counted = 'I') then --note that this is covered by default, but is
included for clarity.

CountEnable <== '0'; --already counted this one, don't output a count
end if;
if (Counted = '0') then --we haven't counted it already

Counted <= '1 '; --make sure we dont count it again on next clock
CountEnable <== 'I '; --output a count!

end if;
end if;

_.. run our state machine
_.. the state transitions are governed by the nature of reality 
-- vis-a-vis this is what quadratre is.
_.. the '--?' are the physically un-reachable states.
-- note that it is imperative that the clock be at least 4
-- times faster than the maximum transition rate on each quadratre
_.. input, or else transitions will occur in between clocks, corrupting
_.. the state of the decoder. Put differently, the quadratre device must
--. physically remain in each state for at least a single clock
_.. or state changes will not be 'caphIred' and decoder output will be bogus.
-- which is substancially the case with any clock-based logic.
_.. the difference is that a normal glitch is any change in input which
_.- has duration less than a single clock, but in quadrature, as single
_.. transition of the actual device cases 4 transitions in the state,
_.. by design of the quadrature encoding process.
case state is

when WaitO =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= WaitO; end if;
if (Quad = "01 ") then state <= RLI; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= LRI; end if;
if (Quad = "11 ") then state <= WaitO; end if; --?
Counting <= '0';

when Waitl =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= WaitO; end if;
if (Quad = "01") then state <= RLI; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= LRI; end if;
if (Quad = "11 ") then state <= WaitO; end if; --?
Counting <= '0';

when CountO =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= WaitO; end if;
if (Quad = "01 ") then state <= RLI; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= LRI; end if;
if (Quad = "11 ") then state <= CountO; end if; --?
Counting <= '1 ';
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when Countl =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= WaitO; end if;
if (Quad = "01") then state <= RL1; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= LR1; end if;
if (Quad = "11") then state <= CountO; end if; --?
Counting <= 'I';

when LR1 =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= WaitO; end if;
if (Quad = "01") then state <= LR1; end if; --?
if (Quad = "10") then state <= LR1; end if;
if (Quad = "11") then state <= LR2; end if;
Direction <= 'a';
Counting <= 'a';

when LR2 =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= LR2; end if; --?
if (Quad = "01") then state <= LR3; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= LR1; end if;
if (Quad = "11 ") then state <= LR2; end if; --?
Direction <= 'a';
Counting <= 'a';

when LR3 =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= CountO; end if;
if (Quad = "01 ") then state <= LR3; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= LR3; end if; --?
if (Quad = "11 ") then state <= LR2; end if;
Direction <= 'a';
Counting <= 'a';

when RL1 =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= WaitO; end if;
if (Quad = "01") then state <= RL1; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= RL1; end if; --?
if (Quad = "11 ") then state <= RL2; end if;
Direction <= 'I';
Counting <= '0';

when RL2 =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= RL2; end if; --?
if (Quad = "01") then state <= RL1; end if;
if (Quad = "10") then state <= RL3· end if, , ,
if (Quad = "11") then state <= RL2; end if; --?
Direction <= 'I ';
Counting <= '0';

when RL3 =>
if (Quad = "00") then state <= CountO; end if;
if (Quad = "01") then state <= RL3; end if; --?
if (Quad = "10") then state <= RL3; end if;
if (Quad = "11") then state <= RL2; end if;
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Direction <= 'I';
COlmting <= '0';

when others => state <= WaitO; -- undefined state; just go back to
wait so we don't get stuck here...

end case;
end if;
end process;

end QuadratureDecoder_arch;
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Appendix G: Data Specification Sheets
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RE 35 035 mm, Graphite Brushes, 90 Watt
new with lever brushes

... 10.1 A

15,6 -I

;;
--- :q..

EncoderMR
256 - 1024 CPT,
3 channels
DetailS page 239
Encoder HED 5540
SOOCPT, -
3 channels
Details page 242} 244
DC·Tacho OCT
022mm
0.52 V
DetailS page 252
Bro.l<eAB
040mm
24 VDC. 0.4 Nm
Details page 279

90 90 90 90 90 90
48.0 4<1.0 46.0 48.0 48.0 48.0
3610 3140 2570 2100 1620 1200
493 394 320 253 194 155
7..84 6.09 8.19 8.47 8.55 8.54
34 27 22 17 13 10

4.16 2.74 1,83 1,18 0.704 OA46
11.5 17.5 26.2 40.5 88.2 107
8200 8200 8200 8200 8200 8200
0.944 0.768 0.630 0.508 0.392 0.313
112 111 110 109 lOa 10$
48.4 31.8 21.2 13.7 8.07 S,10
82 80 79 77 74 72
119 144 175 214 276 346
80.6 66A 54_6 44.7 34.6 27.6

5 5 5 5 5 5
62.8 60.7 59.9 57.9 57.2 57.2
3.16 4.65 6.69 10.30 17.10 26.90
6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2,0 2.0
26 25 25 2'4 24 24

; .. ,,["'::1,14 Iffltffiij·i,imt;t~e€

_ Rocommend~d operating r3n90

Continuous operntlon
Tn observation of above listed thermal resistanc.l'S
(lirlOS 10 and 20) tho rnaxirnum permissible rotor
temperature win be reached during continuous
operation at 25~C ambient.
= Th~rmallimit.

Short term operZllion
The motor may bG briefly overloaded (recurring).

£1F-----~!

Recommended Electronics:
AOS 5015 paga 259
,,\os 50110 259
AOS_E 50:5, 50J1O 260
EPOS 2415 ;!71
MIP 50 273
Notes 17

~

~

~

~90Watt

Planetary Ge-llrhead
C32 rnm
0.75·4.5 Nrn
DAfail5 page 219
Planetary GGnrhead
032lTlm
1.0·6.0 Nrn
Oetllil'.s page 220
Planetary Gearhead
042ihm
3-15Nrn
Oet8il~; p~ge 224

100 200 300 M [mNm)

.....~_...:1Ci:.O'--~_:::;2,c:.O_~....:;3:i.:;O'---__''-'I:..;A)'-I21376ti1 Motor with h'!Jh r..i.bne\> winding

--~---'~O---'1-5---'2-0--'-'I-AI'-~ 'Aotor with tow rQsistance winding

5.6N
2.4 N
28N

ll0N
1200N

0.02.5 mm
-20 ... +l00"C

...155<>C
13

340 9

0.05 - 0.15 mm• Axial play
• Max. ball boming I03ds

axial (dynamic)
not prQloaOOd
preloadod

ra.diaJ (5 mm from nanga)
Force {or press fits (static)
(.Io.tic, .hah supported)

• Radial play bi'lll beruing
• Ambient temperalUfl'I rnoge.
• Max. rotor temperature
• Number of ccmmulalor segments
• Weight ot molor
• 2 pole permanent magnet
• ValuQS Iistoo in the lable are nominal.

For a.ppllcable lolemnces see page 43
For additional detaits please use the maxon
selection program on the enclosed C[)"ROM.

• Option: Hollow shaft as &p0ClaJ dosv,jn.

_ Stock program

c:::=IStandatd progr.::lm
S~I program (on r<>quos!!)

nCCOlding 10 dimensional drawing
Shaft length 15.6 shortened to 4 mm

ISt1r:tjatjN.@·i.§n
1 Asslgn9d pow~r rating W 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
2 Nominallodloge Volt 15.0 30.0 42_0 48.0 4.8.0 4<1.0 48.0
3 No Iood speed rpm 7070 7220 7530 7270 6650 5970 . 4750
4 Stall lorque mNm 872 949 1070 966 876 766 6'3
5 Speed I tvrqlJ~ gradiGnt rpm/mNm 8..5 7.77 7.17 7.63 7.68 7.89 7.86
6 No bad current mA 245 124 93 77 69 60 48
7 Starting CUfr$1f A 44.9 24.. 20.3 15.5 12..9 10.1 6.43.
8 Terminal resistance. Ohm 0.334 1.23 2.07 3.09 3.72 4.75 7.46
9 Max pormissiblo speod rpm 8200 8200 8200 8200 8200 8200' 8200

10 Max. continuous current A 4.00 2.74 2.15 1.78 1.63 1.45 1.17
11 Max. con~nUQu$ lorque mNm 77.7 107 113 111 111 110 11[
12 Max. POW~"f' output at nominallo'Oltage W 152 175 206 181 150 116 75.0
13 Max. 9tficlency % 61 84 86 85 85 84 83
14 Torque oonstul\.l mNm/A 19.. 38.9 52.5 62.2 68.0 75.8 95.2
15 Spood constant rpm/V 491 246 182 154 140 .126 100.0
16 Mechanical time constant m. 6 5 5 5 5 5
17 Rotor inQrtia gem' 65.5 65.5 69.6 65.0 64.5 62..7 62.8
1a Terminallnductan<:e mH 0.09 0.34 0.62 0.87 1.04 1.29 2.04
19 Thermal resistancG housing-ambient K1W 6.? 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2
20 ThermaJ resistance rotor· housing K/W 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
21 Th6rmaJ nme constant winding S 27 27 29 27 27 26 26

tMlft¥iU'Jl@ r:m'tI!cn;6j,(.[~
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RE 25 025 mm, Precious Metal Brushes ell, 10 Watt, (E approved

\\'! "

=I
B

~!i~
'SI 0;

M 1:2
_ Stock prograrn

CJS.landard progrurn
Sp<lcial program (on raqueslli

Ordet Number

•. r: -1 As:;ignP.d POW9t mtiil{! W 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 100 10.0 10.0
2 Nominal voltage Volt 4.5 8.0 9.0 12.0 15.0 18.0 24.0 32.0 48.0
3 No load _00 rpm 5370 5330 5240 4860 4990 4790 5200 5530 5090
4 Stall torque mNm 131 132 119 129 131 126 136 144 132
5 Spood! torquo gradient rpm f mNm 41.1 40.6 44.2 37.9 38.4 38.4 38.4 38.6 38.7
6 No load ctHT"'~ mA 80 45 :.\9 26 22 17 14 12 7

Starting curran! . mA 16500 9230 7310 5500 4570 3520 .3100 2810 1470
8 TatminaJ rosista.nco Ohm 0.273 0.867 1.23 2. '8 3.28 5.11 7,73 12.3 32.6
9 Max. pl'M'missible spel.-d rpm 5500 5500 5500 5500 5500 5500 5500 5500 5500

10 Max. continuous current rnA 1500 1500 1500 1250 1020 815 662 526 322
11 h.1a.x. continuous torquQ mNm 12.0 21.4 ~.5 29.3 29.1 29.1 29.0 28.9 28.9
12 Max, poy.ief output 31 nominal voltage lOW 18400 '8300 16300 16400 17000 15700 16500 20700 17500
13 Max. efficiency % 87 87 86 87 87 87 87 87 87
14 Torque coosfant mNmlA 7.97 14.3 16.3 23.4 28.5 35.7 43.8 55.0 89.7
16 Spoo<! constanl rpmlV 1200 669 585 407 335 268 218 173 106
16 Mochflntcal time cons;ant ms 5 4 4 4 4 ~ 4 4 4
17 Rotor inortia gem' 11.3 10.00 9.11 10.3 10.1 10.1 10.00 9.96 9.91
18 Tenninal inductance mH 0.0:3 0.09 0.12 0.24 0.35 0.55 0.83 1.31 3.48
19 Thermal resistance housing-ambient K/W 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
20 ThennaJ rGStstanco rotor·housing K/W 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.\ 3.\ 3.1
21 Thermal time constant winding 13 11 10 12 12 12 12 11 11

EncoderMR
128· 1000 CPT.
3 channels
Dptails pagg 238

Encoder Ene
022mm
100 CPT. 2 channels
Dalalls page 240
Encoder HED 5540
SOOCPT. -
3 channels
Details page 242/ 244
DC-Tocho OCT
022 10m
0.52 V
D"'taifs page 252

~_._._-~~.
~

R"'con1rrKmd9d Elgctronics:
lSC 30/2 page 257
ADS 50'5 259
ADS_E5<'.;5 260
EPOS 2415 271
MIP 10 273

10 Wall

20 Sa~mJ
,__"'O:r,5=---"':O:'-----'i:'--c:2."'O--"'II<:;A:l.]-I.~!.!11.!'.8-~14B",: Motor with high rosis1ance \'Iinding

,--~-~-~--~-~-~---l 118740j Motor with low resistance winding
IIA]

Pmnetary Gearhead
026 rnm
0.5 • ;~. 0 Nrn
Dotails pagQ 216

Plan~laryG""'heod
032mm
0.75·6.0 Nm
Delails page 2181 220
Pfan"tary GeQrhead
032'10'01
0.4 .:~ONm

DGbi s page 222

=tli~fftrnMfMH"

3.2N
3.2 N
15N
f34N

270N
0.025 mm

.20 ... +85°C

+100'C
11

130g

0.05·0.15 mm
IliM~·ill,mjj~m~. EJi~,jill(bl:l'••••••••••• Ir:m~·~·~,~tl~·~im~·l!li;g~-iill,P~·i~,••••••••••~;~·;!),lll,IIll,;i!l,,~],~lf•••••!·tj~·~tffi~i¥IIJ~j,I'!ifi!~·m·~t~lt~·§iII••••

• Axial play
• fl..1ax. ball bearing loads

axial (dynamici
nol prelaaded
preloaded

melial (5 mrn from flange)
Force fur press fits (static)
(61atic. sha~ suppo<ted)

• Radial play ball ooaring
• Ambient tgmpe.rature range
• r-...1ax. wtor temperatura
• Number of cornmvtBtOf' segmPnts

• Weight of motor
• 2 pole pQrmanent magnet
• Values listed in the table ara nommal.

For applk:able lo(eranoos see page 43.
For addilional details pleas€! U$G the maxon
se[oction program on the enclosoo CD·ROM,

• Cll = Capacitor long Ufe
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PS2X300W SERIES POWER SUPPLIES

FEATURES:

• Multiple primary windings:
either 120 VAC or 240 VAC,
50/60 Hz operation

• 24 VDC secondary output
'winding taps

• Low cost
• Agency approvals:

c'i\lus (E
BLOCK CIAGRAM:

CONTACT FACTORY PRIOR TO REWIRING TRANSFORMER PRIMARY OR SECONDARY.

TO RtCTlfD ERIrG:
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DESCRIPTION: The PS2X300W series unregulated power supplies have been designed to complement AD":·UVCED
1I-lOTIO" CONTROLS" servo ampfrfiers and to provide the user WIth a complete solution to single and multi·axes DC
drive applications. These unregulated DC power sources are an acceptable solution for most applications as
.Wf-:4iVCED MOTION CO:'<lROLS' servo amplifiers compensate for power supply output variations and AC ripple
components. Series PS2X300W power supplies are designed to provide the best cost-per-watt value wllile
mechanically hosting two of 815A, BE15A or 25A Series servo amplifiers. They have multiple primary windings for
120VAC and 240 VAC 50/60 Hz operation These power supplies feature four identical secondary windings that can
be connected in series or in parallel for different output voltages and currents.

MODEL

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS PS2X300W

AC INPUT CONNECTOR (female three prong plug) AC cord (not supplied)

DC OUTPUT CONNECTOR Flying Leads

SIZE
9.00 x 5.75 x 3.47 inches
228.6 x 146.1 x 88.-1 mm

WEIGHT
9 lb.

4.1 Kg

ORDERING INFORMATION:

AMC PART NUMBER

Input Voltage Input voltage Output Voltage Nominal Output
(240VAC) (120VAC) (VDC) Current (Amps)

PS2X3H24 PS2X3VV24 24 12

PS2X3H48 PS2X3W48 48 6

PS2X3H72 PS2X3W72 72 3

PS2X3H96 PS2X3\N96 96 3

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS: See page F-23.
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LOA :::>enes

SER.IES 25A SERVO AMPLIFIERS
Modl3ls: 12A8, 25A8, 20A14, 20A20

Miniature Series

FEATURES:

Surtace-mount technology
Small size, low cost, ease of use
DIP switch selectable: current, voltage,
velocity, analog position loop
Four quadrant regenerative operation
Agency Approvals:

c'i\lus (E
BLOCK DIAGRAM:

I!I.ISITf KOTeR< P2-2

DR!'lE

«(.l(WWT KC/lrTORALL ~ Gro.tllIS I'f'i: Ihlo::NALL ¥ ((lffil[C1EB

D-.-.--------1·,r-1
SK [

, .

I,
p,).;r.:r 11 ..

I l'~
PI-51-Rtf VI.",

I 5~

I
FI.21 SlB!>'l em
PI- Ii .5_ e """ OUTPUT R8:< [R CC\'\P! T H

""'1"'" ~ - ,~,~ J~~~:~7't:OBI1CK

I ";.'~tl ..... POll

PI-,'6,+i,I"'UlC"'HCr"'"",{,,-l(""~~-_-'-"",;;,r'• .!..I"'---'l~ ~; lEST~ -w

1Q,9:
PI4 TIlCHQrET£.,., 1"'.0 -

i25~8X

rot( S!UCTIOli r~.!lE

; «II qw ~1Ll

rCUR'S~1 l1O.1i: CKr CfF OK
I tiIlll<G. t'O'E O!t CfF orr
1111 rotP[~Troo O!t err OfF,
TACHe'HUI 11Olil: orr en orr i

,1./2 SKI.tO R: orf ,OR NOST ~?UCATro,1S

LEO =11 • liO<llP.l ~El<AnCH. La RED - fr,IJtT
RECCM\Ut!J(D SITTrnG rrn CUP,IDl1 ltQO( - POil m.lY CC~. I'OT3 RAll' CU
1\IIFLli'1il':> ~RE SH!?PED [II CUiiQKI nolE ~ITlI I'ilXlM ClnCKl SElllli)S
.\11 OTl£R SUIICH FU~cnOI1S SEE' SIlIICH OC5tWT!QJi
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25A Series

DESCRIPTION: The 25A Series PVVM servo amplifiers are designed to drive brush type DC motors at a high switching
frequency. A single red/green LED indicates operating status. All models are fully protected against over-voltage, over
curren~ over-heating and short-circuits across motor, ground and power leads. All models interface WIth digital controllers
or can be used as a stand-alone drive. They require only a single unregulated DC power supply. Loop gain, current limit,
input gain and offset can be adjusted using 14-turn potentiometers. The offset adjusting potentiometer can also be used
as an on-board input signal for testing purposes when SW4 (DIP switch) is ON.

SPECIFICATIONS:

MODELS

POWER STAGE SPECIFICATIONS 12A8 25A8 20A14 20A20

DC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 20 - 80 V 20 - 80 V 40 -140 V 40 - '190 V

PEAK CURRENT (2 sec. Max., internally limited) ± 12 A ± 25A ±20 A ±20 A

fvlA.XlMUM CONTINUOUS CURRENT (intemaUy limited) ±6A ::: 12.5 A ± 10 A ± 10 A

MINIMUM LOAD INDUCTANCE' 200 ~H 2OO~H 250 ~H 250 ~H

S\lVlTCHING FREQUENCY 36 kHz 22 kHz ± 15%

HEATSINK (BASE) TEMPERATURE RANGE: oDto + 65"C, disables if:> &SDC

POWER DISSIPATION AT CONTINUOUS CURRENT 24W 50W 70W 100 W

OVER·VOLTAGE SHUT-DOWN (self-reset) 86V 86V 142V 195 V

BANDWIDTH (load dependent) 2.5 kHz

MI:CHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

POWER CONNECTOR Screw ternlinals

SIGNAL CONNECTOR Molex connector

SIZE
5.09 x 2.98 x 0.99 inches
129.3 x 75.8 x 25.1 mm

WEIGHT
10 oz.

0.28 kg

, Low inductance motors ('pancake" and "basket-wound") require external inductors.
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PIN FUNCTIONS:

CONNECTOR PIN NAME DESCRIPTION I NOTES I/O

1 +5V OUT 0

2 SIGNAL GND
Internal DC-to-DC converter, outputs regulated voltages of

GND
±5 V @ 3 rnA for customer use. Short circuit protected.

3 -5V OUT 0

4 +REFIN Differential analog input, maximum ±15 V, 50K input
I

5 -REF IN resistance.

6 -TACH IN
Maximum ± 60 VDC, 60K input resistance. I

7 +TACH (GND)

CURRENT
This signal is proportional to the actual current in the

B
MONITOR OUT

motor leads. Scaling is 2NV for 12AB and 4 AN for 0
25AB, 20A14 and 20A20.
Command signal to the internal current -loop. The

9
CURRENT maximum peak current rating of the amplifier always 0
REFERENCE OUT equals 7.25V at this pin. See current limit adjustment

P1 information below.

10
CONTINUOUS Can be used to reduce the factory-preset maximum

I
CURRENT LIMIT continuous current limit.

This TIL level input signal turns off all four power devices

11
of the "H" bridge drive when pulled to ground. This inhibit

I
INHIBIT will cause a FAULT condition and a red LED. For inverted

inhibit inputs; see sectJon "G".

12
Disables the amplifier for the "+" direction only. This

I
+INHIBIT inhibit will not cause a FAULT condition or a red LED.

n Disables the amplifier for the "-" direction only. This
I

-INHIBIT inhibit \vill not cause a FAULT condition or a red LED.

TTL compatible output. It becomes high during output
14 FAULT OUT short-circuit, over-voltage, over-heating, inhibit, and during 0

(red LED) "power-<>n reser'. Faull condition indicated by a red LED.

15
NC Not connected

16

1 -MOTOR Motor minus connection. 0

2 +MOTOR Motor plus connection. 0

P2 3 POWER GROUND Power Ground. GND

4 POWER GROUND Power Ground. GND

5 HIGH VOLTAGE DC voltage input. I
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25A Series

SWITCH FUNCTIONS:

SETTING
SWITCH FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

ON OFF

1 Intemal voltage feedback On Off

It is recommended to leave SW2 in OFF
Shorts out the current

Current loop
2 loop integrator

position.
capacitor.

integrator operating

This capacitor normally ensures "error-tree" Shorts out the outer
VelocityNoltage

3 operation by reducing the error-signal (output of velodtylVoftage loop
integrator operating

summing amplifier) to zero. integrator capacitor

Offset/test. Controls sensilJvity of the "offset"
4 pot. Used as an on-board reference signal in Test Offset

test mode.

POTENTIOMETER FUNCTIONS:

POTENTIOMETER DESCRIPTION TURNINGCW

Pot 1
Loop gain adjustment in voltage &velocity modes. Tum this pot Increases loop
fully CON in current mode. gain

Pot 2
Current limit. It adjusts both continuous and peak current Omit by Increases current
maintaining their ratio (50 %). limit

Reference gaLl. It adjusts the ratio betvveen input signal and
Increases

Pot 3 reference input
output variables (voltage, current, or velocity).

gain
Offset/test Used to adjust any imbalance in the input signal or

Pot 4
in the amplifier. When SW4 (DIP switch) is ON, the sensitivity of

NfA
this pot is greatly increased thus it can be used as an on-board
siqnal source for testinq purposes. See section "G"
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TEST POINTS FOR POTENTIOMETERS: See section "G"

SET-UP: See section "G" for engineering and installation notes.

OPERATING MODE SELECTION:

These modes can be selected by the DIP-switches according to the chart in the functional block diagram:

Current r'Jlode
Voltage Mode
IR Compensation Mcx:le'
Tachometer Mode

APPLICATION NOTES:

'For IR compensation mode, a resistor must be added to location R8-. See the functional block diagram above and
section "G' for more information. The combination of the resistor addition and the switches set for voltage mcx:le will
configure the amplifier for IR compensation mode. See section "G" for more information.

See section G for more information on analog position loop mode.

CURRENT LIMIT ADJUSTMENTS:

These amplifiers feature separate peak and continuous current limit adjustments.

The current limit adjusting Pot 2 adjusts both peak and continuous current limit at the same time. It has 12 active turns
plus 1 inactive tum at each end and is approximately linear. Thus, to adjust the current limit, tum the potentiometer fully
counter-clockwise, then tum dock\"Iise to the appropriate value. If the desired limit is, for example, 10 amperes, and the
sel"\Q amplifier peak current is 20 amperes, tum the potentiometer 7 turns c1ock\"Iise from the fully counter-clock\'Iise
position.

Pin P1-9 is the input to the internal current amplifier stage. Since the output current is proportional to P1-9, the adjusted
current limit can easHy be observed at this pin. Note that a command signal must be applied to the reference inputs to
obtain a reading on P1-R The maximum peak current value equals 725 V at this pin and the maximum continuous
current value equals 3.63 V at this pin.

The actual current can be monitored at pin P'I-8.

The continuous current can be reduced without affecting the peak current limit by connecting an extemal current limiting
resistor R-Imt between P1-10 and P1-2. See table below.

Current Limit Resistor (n) 15K 6.61< 3.4K 2.1K 12K 810 SOO 2SO 0

Continuous Current Limit % 90% 80% 70% 60 % 50% 40% 30% 20 % 10 %

TYPICAL SYSTEM WIRING: See section "G".
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25A Series

ORDERING INFORMATION:

fvlodels: 12ABX, 25ABX, 20A14X, and 20A20X

X indicates the current revision letter-

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS: See page F-7.
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